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PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION

We are proud to present our second edition of the Explorer’s Guide to Queensland.
Since our first edition in 2012, there have been substantial legislative changes affecting
the conduct of exploration activities in Queensland, particularly at the State Government
level. These changes have impacted fundamental aspects of exploration operations,
such as the manner of obtaining permits, accessing land for resource development,
environmental licensing and compliance, and the co-development of resources under the
overlapping tenure regime. More recently, the Queensland Government has embarked
on a legislative reform program toward the consolidation and simplification of resources
legislation in Queensland, which will be achieved in stages over the next four years. At
a federal level, we have seen the introduction, and subsequent repeal, of carbon tax
legislation and a sharper focus on environmental impacts of resource development.
Between the ever-changing regulatory environment, lower global commodity prices, and
the continuing challenges associated with securing and maintaining a social licence to
carry out resource development in regional communities, it is fair to say that conditions
for explorers have not improved since our last edition. This sentiment is borne out in
the 2014 Queensland Exploration Scorecard, published by the Queensland Exploration
Council (a copy of which can be accessed online at: www.queenslandexploration.com.
au/publications), which showed expenditure on resource exploration in Queensland
declined in the year to 30 June 2014. However, with resource prospectivity remaining
strong, and a period of anticipated greater legislative and policy stability ahead, there
is reason for optimism that the exploration sector will regain strength when economic
factors improve.
In this second edition of the Guide, we have updated all key legislative changes up to
31 October 2014, with the aim to keep the Guide current and as relevant as possible
for the exploration sector. We hope that with this second edition, our Explorer’s Guide
to Queensland will continue to be a useful resource for explorers in providing a detailed
overview of the key aspects of the legal landscape applying to exploration activities.

James Plumb, Partner and Bronwyn Clarkson, Partner
Carter Newell Lawyers
Brisbane
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FOREWORD

I am pleased to introduce the Second Edition of Carter Newell Lawyers’ Explorer’s Guide

to Queensland.
Since the First Edition in 2012, there has been significant regulatory reform affecting
resources exploration in Queensland. Queensland’s high-level prospectivity for
unconventional petroleum, coal, base and precious metals and uranium continues to
draw national and global interest at a time when resource exploration is hindered by
lower commodity prices and sliding investor and operator confidence.
While the resources sector has been dogged by global price and demand uncertainty,
Queensland’s $1 billion exploration industry has been buoyed by significant advances
toward improving the regulatory environment for miners and the opening up of new
opportunities in unconventional shale and tight gas and uranium discovery.
Greentape reduction and streamlining statutory processes has been a high priority of
the Queensland Government. Greater efficiencies in issuing environmental authorities
has resulted in time and cost savings for explorers. The restructure of key government
departments, most notably the Department of Natural Resources and Mines and the
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection, has led to reduced decision times
for explorers and improved service standards for industry.
This year the Queensland Government launched its flagship reform initiative for the
resources sector, proposing the progressive amalgamation, harmonisation and
modernisation of the existing resources based legislation. The Mineral and Energy
Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014 will eventually replace five pieces of legislation,
including the Mineral Resources Act 1989 and the Petroleum and Gas (Production and
Safety) Act 2004.
One of the key achievements of the new regime will be the introduction of a new
overlapping tenure regime, representing the culmination of a two-year industry-led
reform process to improve outcomes for both coal and coal-seam gas sectors. For
explorers, the new framework will remove the ability of production tenure holders to
veto exploration activities where production and exploration tenures overlap.
Carter Newell has set out to provide a comprehensive and easy-to-understand overview
of the key regulatory processes affecting Queensland explorers. Carter Newell have
designed the guide as a reference for both new entrants and experienced explorers. QRC
welcomes it as complement to the industry’s ongoing efforts to promote exploration,
particularly through the Queensland Exploration Council (QEC).
It is the QEC’s vision to have Queensland positioned as an exploration leader by 2020,
both on a national and international level. To achieve this, the QEC is focused on
influencing perceptions about the importance of exploration, and promoting Queensland’s
prospectivity to investors and businesses that support the exploration sector.
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Queensland is blessed with a world-class minerals and energy endowment that, with the
right stewardship and development, will continue to contribute to the State’s prosperity
for generations to come. Explorers play a vital role in ensuring this potential is realised.
The Explorer’s Guide to Queensland provides a useful resource to explorers seeking to
navigate the regulatory environment as it applies to resource development.
Michael Roche
Chief Executive
Queensland Resources Council
December 2014
* The Queensland Resources Council is the peak representative body for minerals
and energy developers in Queensland, representing more than 330 companies and
individuals.
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GLOSSARY
1923 Act means the Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld)
ARI means areas of regional interest
ATP means an authority to prospect granted under the relevant petroleum legislation
ATSIHP Act means the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 1984 (Cth)
CCA means a conduct and compensation agreement
CHMP means a Cultural Heritage Management Plan
CMSH Act means the Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld)
Common Provisions Act means the Mineral Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014 (Qld)
Corporations Act means the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)
Cultural Heritage Acts means the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld) and the Torres
Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (QId)
DEHP means the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection
DNRM means the Department of Natural Resources and Mines
EIA means an environmental impact assessment
EIS means an environmental impact statement
EP Act means the Environmental Protection Act 1994 (Qld)
EP Regulation means the Environmental Protection Regulation 2008 (Qld)
EPBC Act means the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth)
EPC means an exploration permit for coal under the Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld)
EPM means an exploration permit for minerals under the Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld)
ERA means the Environmentally Relevant Activity
ILUA means an Indigenous Land Use Agreement
IMA means initial mining area
JVC means a joint venture company
MDL means a mineral development licence granted under the Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld)
ML means a mining lease granted under the Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld)
MQSH Act means the Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld)
MR Act means the Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld)
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GLOSSARY
NGER Act means the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 (Cth)
NNTT means the National Native Title Tribunal
NT Act means the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth)
P&G Act means the Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld)
PAA means a priority agricultural area
PALU means a priority agricultural land use
PCA means a potential commercial area granted under the relevant petroleum legislation
PCBU means a person conducting a business or undertaking under the Work Health & Safety
Act 2011 (Qld)
PL means a petroleum lease granted under the relevant petroleum legislation
Resources Acts means the Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld), the
Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) and the Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld)
RIDA means regional impact development approval
RPI Act means Regional Planning Interests Act 2014 (Qld)
SCA means strategic cropping area
SCL means strategic cropping land
SCL Act means the Strategic Cropping Land Act 2011 (Qld)
SDPWO Act means the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971 (Qld)
SMP means a safety management plan
SSE means a Site Senior Executive
WHS Act means the Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (Qld)

Part cover (middle) image provided by Sue Slater, RLMS – exploration drilling in the eastern Galilee Basin,
south of Torrens Creek.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO EXPLORATION IN QUEENSLAND

Queensland is a world-class mining and energy province. In 2012/2013, the resources sector
contributed an estimated $37.9 billion in direct spending to the Queensland economy.1
Exploration is the foundation stone upon which the success of mining growth in Queensland
will continue to be built. The Queensland Government is positioning Queensland as Australia’s
premier exploration state by investing in initiatives designed to identify new mineral and energy
provinces in Queensland and to revitalise interest in more mature provinces.
The legal landscape facing explorers in Queensland is challenging. In the face of unprecedented
public scrutiny, explorers are required to negotiate the various governing legislative regimes
at the same time as they manage their relationships with impacted landholders and traditional
owners, government regulators, employees, third party contractors and overlapping tenement
holders.
This guide highlights key legal issues and challenges associated with exploration in Queensland.
While not intended to be an exhaustive dissertation of the relevant laws, our guide aims to
provide a valuable resource and useful summary of the legal landscape affecting explorers.

Lawrence Consulting, Economic Impact of Minerals and Energy Sector on the Queensland Economy
2012/13, November 2013, i.
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In 2013 the Queensland Government commenced a legislative reform program called the
Modernising Queensland’s Resources Acts (MQRA) Program. The aim of the MQRA Program
is to incrementally modernise and simplify Queensland’s tenure administration legislation for all
resource types (that is, minerals and coal, petroleum, geothermal and greenhouse gas storage),
so as to reduce the regulatory burden on all resource sectors. This will be done by creating a
single common resources Act that streamlines common processes across all resources, which
will be supported by regulations. The single Act and regulations will eventually replace the existing
legislation – including the Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) (P&G Act),
the Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) (1923 Act) and the Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) (MR Act).
The Department of Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM) has proposed a staged legislative
reform package to be fully implemented by approximately 2017. The Department anticipates
that each stage will take approximately one year to complete, and will involve a rolling process
of consultation, bill development and then engagement for the next stage.
The first piece of legislation, the Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014
(Qld) (Common Provisions Act), was passed by Queensland Parliament in September 2014,
but at the date of publication was yet to come into effect. Where appropriate, we have included
references to the Common Provisions Act throughout this guide.
Please contact us for an in-depth discussion on how we can help build your exploration projects.
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PERMIT REQUIREMENTS – PETROLEUM AND GAS

It is a well established feature of mining and petroleum law in Australia that ownership of natural
resources vests, in most cases, in the government of the State or Territory in which they are
located. As such, each Australian State and Territory respectively has developed a detailed
legislative framework concerning all aspects of retrieving resources, from acquiring the right to
prospect, undertaking work and ultimately producing the desired resources.
Chapters 2 and 3 detail the process all prospective explorers must undertake to acquire the
necessary exploration permits to explore for resources within Queensland and the steps that
they need to take in order to be ready to move into production.

Petroleum exploration
The regulation of the exploration for and production of the vast majority of petroleum and gas
reserves in Queensland has, since 2004, fallen under the P&G Act. The P&G Act oversees the
majority of relevant petroleum and gas tenures and licences in Queensland and, despite the
continued, albeit limited application of the prior 1923 Act the majority of prospective explorers
will be reliant upon the provisions established under the P&G Act. The P&G Act will eventually
be repealed and replaced by the Common Provisions Act.

The legislative process to gain exploration approval

Authority
to
Prospect

Potential
Commercial
Area
(optional)

Petroleum
Lease

The P&G Act establishes a regime to be met by entities seeking to engage in the production of
petroleum in Queensland, beginning with the requirement of gaining an Authority to Prospect
(ATP) from the relevant Minister. The key legislative provisions regarding the granting of ATPs,
the rights and obligations to be met by an entity holding an ATP over an area of land, and the
procedures entailed in either terminating the ATP or converting it to a petroleum lease (PL) are
found within ch 2 of the P&G Act.
Despite the continued operation of the 1923 Act, it remains as the governing legislation for only
a handful of tenures as the majority of former 1923 Act ATPs were converted to P&G Act ATPs as
at 31 December 2004.2 Any ATP now granted is done so pursuant to the P&G Act, with the 1923
Act remaining only for those ATPs and tenures specifically accorded such status.
A call for tenders
The process undertaken by explorers seeking to gain an ATP is that of a legislated tender process,
by which the Minister will publish a call for tenders by gazette notice.

2

Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 876.
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A call for tenders will provide all relevant details relating to the land for which the ATP is to be
granted and the requirements explorers must fulfill to submit a viable tender.3 When responding
to a call for tender, prospective explorers must provide a statement detailing their intentions
to consult with and inform the owners and occupiers of the land over which the ATP is to be
granted.4 Further, prospective tenure holders are also required to provide a proposed work
program complying with both ch 2 div 1 sub-div 2 of the P&G Act and s 13 of the Petroleum and
Gas (Production and Safety) Regulation 2004 (Qld).
Where the proposed exploration tenement is thought to be located within a highly prospective
area, the tender process may include a cash bidding component, which may be used to
determine the preferred tenderer.5 Where a call for tenders involves a cash bidding component,
a prospective explorer must include their cash bid in their response.6
While tenders may only be made for those ATPs for which a call has been issued by the Minister,
this does not prevent entities from lodging requests to open a specific area to tender for ATP.
Such requests, if successful, will only go so far as to open the tender process over the requested
area and will not provide the requesting entity with any rights additional to other prospective
explorers lodging tenders.
The selection of the successful tenderer is at the discretion of the Minister.7 In making a selection,
the Minister must take into consideration factors establishing the capability of the explorer to
utilise the ATP. These factors include the financial and technical resources of the explorer as well
as the explorer’s ‘ability to manage petroleum exploration and production’,8 and to effectively
engage in the necessary activities required under the ATP, as well as the initial work program
proposed by the applicant.

Ibid s 35.
Ibid s 37.
5
Ibid s 35(2)(e)(iv).
6
Ibid s 37(d)(ii).
7
Ibid s 39.
8
Ibid s 43(1)(b)(ii).
3
4
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Producing a compliant work program
The requirements to be met in creating an initial work program for an ATP application9 are
designed in such a manner to allow a thorough understanding of the application for the ATP and
the work to be conducted over the land should the application be granted.
The initial requirement is that the application provides ‘an overview of activities proposed to be
carried out under the authority during all of its term’.10 Specifically, this requires applicants for
an ATP to provide written detail of the key activities to be performed under the ATP, the timing
expected of such activities and the general location within which the activities are proposed to
occur.
Second, applicants are required, for each year of the proposed ATP, to provide information as to
the nature and extent of exploration and petroleum production testing to be performed.11 Under
guidelines published by the Government, satisfaction of this requirement obliges applicants to
identify in their proposed work program the types of activities to be undertaken, such as any
geological reviews, wells or water bores to be drilled and the estimated depth of drilling or any
seismic data reprocessing to occur, as well as identifying the number of times such activities
may be undertaken.12 Further, applicants are to provide information as to where such activities
are to be undertaken and the estimated cost of carrying out the proposed activities. Applicants
for an ATP should note that, despite the requirement to provide an estimated cost for activities
to be performed under an ATP, strict adherence to the cost as estimated is not a requirement of
maintaining the ATP but is merely used by the Government to estimate expenditure of petroleum
exploration in future matters.13
Access to land
Once granted, the P&G Act provides ATP holders with a regime to conduct authorised activities
subject to securing any necessary agreement from impacted landholders.
As recognition of the rights remaining with landholders and occupiers despite the granting of an
ATP over their land, an ATP holder is required to, at the very least, ‘use reasonable endeavours
to consult with each owner and occupier of private or public land’ over which the ATP is granted
and on which activities authorised under the ATP are to be undertaken.14 See chapters 5 and 6
of this Guide for a detailed discussion of land access obligations.

Ongoing conditions of an authority to prospect
Having proved successful in the tender process and being granted an ATP by the Minister, entities
are required to comply with key mandatory conditions, as found in the P&G Act, a number of
which are described below.

Ibid s 48.
Ibid s 48(1)(a).
11
Ibid s 48(1)(b).
12 
Queensland Government, Development plans and work programs guide, (10 November 2014) Department
of Natural Resources and Mines <http://mines.industry.qld.gov.au/assets/legislation-pdf/developmentplans-and-work-programs-guide.pdf>.
13 
Queensland Government, Development plans and work programs guide, (10 November 2014) Department
of Natural Resources and Mines <http://mines.industry.qld.gov.au/assets/legislation-pdf/developmentplans-and-work-programs-guide.pdf>.
14
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 74.
9
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Relinquishment obligations
ATP holders are required to relinquish set areas of the land over which the ATP is granted at
defined periods throughout the term of the ATP.15 The terms of an ATP will generally require
relinquishments to be made every three years, with 25% of the original granted area to be
relinquished at each relinquishment date.16
An ATP holder risks cancellation of its ATP should it, following written notice, fail to relinquish
in accordance with this requirement.17 Further, the P&G Act provides clear direction as to those
areas of land which cannot be included to meet the relinquishment condition, including:




those blocks of land for which a separate relinquishment condition has already been
imposed on the ATP holder;
those blocks of land which have been converted to or are subject to an application to be
converted to a petroleum lease or potential commercial area; and
those areas already relinquished under a prescribed penalty.18

Other conditions
In addition to the relinquishment requirement discussed above, an ATP holder is subject to
further obligations arising under the P&G Act, in addition to any prescribed in the ATP itself.
Such legislated obligations include the restriction, unless authorised, of flaring or venting of any
petroleum produced under the ATP while in a gaseous state,19 obligations to pay both a petroleum
royalty and annual rent,20 and, as mentioned above, the requirement to have an approved work
program for the ATP.21

Ibid s 65(1).
Ibid s 66 calculates the area required to be relinquished on the basis of at least 8.33% of the original
granted land of the ATP per year.
17
Ibid s 65A.
18
Ibid s 67.
19
Ibid s 72.
20
Ibid s 75.
21
Ibid s 77.
15

16 
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Progressing an authority to prospect
Renewing an authority to prospect
Applications for renewal of an ATP can be made under ch 2 div 5 of the P&G Act. Explorers
seeking to renew their ATP need to do so by application within the final 60 business days prior to
their current ATP ending22 and are prevented from lodging an application should the payment of
any rent, interest or penalty incurred under the current ATP remain outstanding.23
Entities seeking to renew their ATP will be required to satisfy a number of requirements, similar to
those addressed in the original application, such as inclusions of work programs and statements
regarding their intentions of communicating with landowners and occupiers.24
Despite the length of time it may take for a decision to be reached regarding an application
to renew, an ATP will continue until such a decision is reached or the application for renewal
is withdrawn.25 Should an ATP be renewed under this procedure, while the conditions of the
renewed ATP may differ from those of the original ATP, the ATP holder cannot increase the size
of land subject to the ATP26 nor can an ATP holder extend the term of an ATP more than an
additional 12 years under a renewed ATP.27 Should the application for renewal be rejected, the
applicant will be provided with a notice regarding the refusal and allocated time within which to
appeal the refusal.
Declaration of a potential commercial area
Where a petroleum discovery is made but production is not yet commercially viable, an ATP
holder may apply for a declaration by the Minister of a potential commercial area (PCA). A
declaration of land as a PCA allows the holder to continue their activities on the land within the
term of the declaration, which will be for a period of up to 15 years. The area will continue to be
subject to the terms of the ATP, subject to the PCA declaration.28
An application for a PCA declaration is to be in the approved form and can be made for any part
of the ATP area. When applying for a PCA declaration, the ATP holder is required to submit both
a commercial viability report and an evaluation program for the area.
The commercial viability report must contain information on issues including the natural
underground reservoirs in the area, the estimated amount of petroleum in each reservoir and
the ATP holder’s opinion of the commercial viability of producing or storing the petroleum in the
area.29 The evaluation program to be provided by the ATP holder must include details regarding
future development of the area by means such as further testing, any consideration paid to
market opportunities for future production or storage and means to confirm existing knowledge
of the petroleum reserve to a point sufficient to grant a PL for the area.
In deciding whether to grant a declaration, the Minister must be satisfied the requested PCA is no
larger than necessary having regard to the maximum extent of the natural underground reservoir
as identified by the ATP holder in the commercial viability report and that petroleum production
or storage will not soon be commercially viable but will likely be so within the term of the PCA.30

Ibid s 81(2).
Ibid s 81(1).
24
Ibid s 82.
25
Ibid s 83.
26
Ibid s 30AC now provides an exception in the context of land subject to a compulsory acquisition.
27
Ibid s 85.
28
Ibid s 94.
29
Ibid s 231.
30
Ibid s 90(1)(a).
22
23
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Applying for a petroleum lease
Once an ATP holder is ready to move into production, it may apply for a PL.
Where an ATP holder considers converting their ATP to a PL, they may do so over the entire area
of the ATP or over a specified part of the ATP.31
Where the holder of a 1923 Act ATP wishes to advance to a PL, this will occur in the same
manner as for 2004 Act ATPs.32
When deciding whether to grant a PL, the Minister must consider certain matters such as whether
the area proposed by the applicant for the petroleum lease is appropriate for the proposed
activities, whether the applicant has complied with the conditions of the ATP to date and whether
the Minister is satisfied with the capability of the applicant to fulfil the conditions of the petroleum
lease if granted.33 The Minister must also be satisfied that the PL applicant will likely commence
commercial petroleum production within the area the subject of the application within two years of
the PL taking effect, or the applicant has entered contractual agreements or other arrangements
to supply petroleum produced from the PL area, or that the PL area is suitable for underground
petroleum storage.34 Where the Minister is satisfied the applicant meets these requirements, the
Minister is required to grant the PL to the applicant.35 If the application is successful and the
Minister grants the PL, the provisions of the lease will comply with those stated in the P&G Act.36
The prescribed term of a PL may be no more than 30 years. In addition, further conditions can be
made on an ad hoc basis depending upon what is necessary for each particular area.

Ibid s 117.
Ibid s 891.
33
Ibid s 121(1).
34
Ibid s 121(2).
35
Ibid s 120(1).
36
Ibid s 123.
31
32
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PERMIT REQUIREMENTS – MINERALS

3

Mineral exploration
The regulation of the exploration for and production of coal and many other minerals in
Queensland is pursuant to the MR Act. The MR Act will eventually be repealed and replaced by
the Common Provisions Act.
The MR Act establishes a regime to be met by entities seeking to engage in the extraction
of coal and other minerals in Queensland, typically beginning with the requirement of gaining
an exploration permit for coal (EPC) or exploration permit for minerals (EPM) from the relevant
Minister.

The legislative process to gain exploration approval

Exploration
Permit (coal
or minerals)

Mineral
Development
Lease

Mining
Lease

Mineral exploration is subject to a number of levels of permits, starting with an exploration
permit. The key legislative provisions regarding the granting of EPCs and EPMs, the rights
and obligations to be met by an entity holding a permit and the procedures involved in either
terminating the permit or converting it to a mineral development licence (MDL) or mining lease
(ML) are set out in pt 5 of the MR Act.
A call for tenders
The Queensland State Government has a controlled land release program and tender processes
for prospective coal areas. The system is similar to the tender process that applies to the
petroleum and gas industry. Under the tender process, the Government periodically releases
land for exploration by publishing a call for tenders. A call for tenders will provide all relevant
details relating to the land for which the EPC is to be granted and the requirements explorers
must fulfill to submit a viable tender.37 The response to a call for tender must relevantly include:




a description of the program of work proposed to be carried out under the permit;
specify the estimated human, technical and financial resources proposed to be committed
to the exploration work during each year of the permit; and
a separate statement detailing how and when the tenderer proposes to consult with and
keep informed the owners and occupiers of the land over which the EPC is to be granted.38

Mining companies are required to submit an Application to Tender to the DNRM.

37
38

Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) s 136C.
Ibid s 136E.
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The introduction of the tender process is significant for coal explorers, who are no longer able
to lodge applications for exploration permits over the counter and rely on the ‘first-come firstserved’ principle that previously governed grants.
Further, as is now the case in respect of petroleum and gas exploration, the tender process for an
EPC may also include a cash bidding component in areas deemed to be ‘highly prospective’.39
Tenements that do not fall within ‘highly prospective’ areas are unlikely to be subject to the cash
bidding component of the tender process. Resources companies will still be required to submit
detailed work programs and demonstrate their capacity to optimise the value of the State’s
resources as part of the competitive tender process.
The ‘first-come first-served’ principle generally continues for exploration permits for minerals
other than coal.40 An application for an EPM must be in the approved form and must include
details such as the area for which the EPM is sought, the mineral or minerals to be covered by
the EPM, a description of the work program proposed to be carried out and the human, technical
and financial resources to be committed to exploration work during each year of the EPM.41
Notwithstanding the ‘first-come, first-served’ principle in respect of minerals other than coal, the
Minister has the authority to publish a call for tenders for an EPM if the Minister considers that
it is in the State’s best interests to do so.42 This process enables the Queensland Government
to capitalise on areas considered to be ‘highly prospective’ or to better protect an area which is
surrounded by environmentally sensitive areas. In these circumstances, the tender process will
be governed by the same process which has been established in respect of a call for tenders
relating to an EPC.

Permitted exploration activities
An exploration permit allows its holder to enter the land comprised in the exploration permit
(subject to securing any necessary agreement of an impacted land owner or occupier – for
further details see chapters 5 and 6) to undertake exploration activities including investigations to
determine the existence, quality and quantity of minerals on, in or under the land by prospecting,
using various equipment and methods and extracting and removing samples from the land for
testing.43 The holder may also do all acts necessary to comply with the Environmental Protection
Act 1994 (Qld) (EP Act) in support of an application for an environmental authority.44
If exploration identifies the existence of specific minerals the subject of the exploration permit,
the holder may make an application for a MDL or ML.
A MDL allows the holder to more comprehensively undertake further geology works to evaluate
the development potential of the defined resource.
For commercial production, a ML is required. The holder of a ML is permitted to mine specified
minerals and to carry out activities associated with mining or promoting the activity of mining.

Ibid s 136C.
Ibid s 134A.
41
Ibid s 133.
42
Ibid s 136A.
43
Ibid s 129.
44
Ibid s 129(c)(ii).
39
40
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Ongoing conditions of an exploration permit
Relinquishment obligations
Following the passage of recent streamlining legislation,45 relinquishment obligations have been
substantially amended. The new relinquishment obligations apply to both EPMs and EPCs. The
holder of the exploration permit must (unless the Minister otherwise decides) reduce the area of
the permit by 40% by the end of the first three years after the permit is granted.46 The holder of
the exploration permit must then reduce the area of the permit by a further 50% by the end of
the first five years after the permit is granted.47
Each time the exploration permit is renewed, the holder must reduce the area by another 40% of
the remaining area by the end of the first three years after the day the renewed permit is granted.
The holder of the renewed exploration permit must then reduce the area by a further 50% of
the remaining area of the permit by the end of the first 5 years after the day the renewed permit
started.48
The holder of an EPC is required to reduce the area of the EPC in the way and to the extent
provided at the time the EPC is granted or renewed. Holders of EPCs and EPMs may nominate
areas to be relinquished.
Access to land
Once granted, an EPC or EPM holder is entitled to conduct authorised activities despite those
rights of the landowner or occupier of the land over which the permit is granted. However, an
EPC or EPM holder is required to ‘consult or use reasonable endeavours to consult with each
owner and occupier of private or public land’ over which the EPC or EPM is granted and on
which activities authorised under the permit are to be undertaken.49 See chapters 6 and 7 for a
detailed discussion of land access obligations.
Other conditions
EPC and EPM holders are subject to the conditions specified in the instrument granting the
exploration permit, as well as legislated conditions applicable to all exploration permits. The
legislative conditions include reporting obligations and obligations to pay annual rent and
maintain any security amount as required by the Minister from time to time.50

Progressing an exploration permit
There are a number of avenues available to exploration permit holders seeking to progress with
a granted permit. Should the holder fail to pursue one of the following actions within the required
time, they risk allowing the EPC or EPM to expire following the end of the prescribed term.

Mines Legislation (Streamlining) Amendment Act 2012 (Qld).
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) s 139(1)(a).
47
Ibid s 139(1)(b).
48
Ibid s 139(1)(c).
49
Ibid s 140A.
50
Ibid s 141.
45
46
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Renewing an exploration permit
Both an EPC and an EPM can be granted for a period of up to five years.51 However, an exception
applies in the case of an EPC or an EMP that was granted in response to a call for tenders. In this
case, the initial term for the exploration permit will be for the required period for the proposed
program of work.
The holder of an EPC or EPM may make a renewal application at least three months, but not
more than six months, before the current term of the permit expires.52 A renewal application can
be granted if, amongst other things:



the Minister is satisfied that the holder has complied with the MR Act and all of the conditions
of the EPC or EPM; and
the Minister is satisfied with the activities proposed for the renewal term.53

An EPC or EPM can be renewed for a period of no more than five years.
Despite the length of time it may take for a decision to be reached regarding a renewal
application, the EPC or EPM will continue until a decision is reached or the application for
renewal is withdrawn.54

Ibid s 146.
Ibid s 147.
53
Ibid s 147A.
54
Ibid s 147C.
51
52
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Applying for a mineral development licence
A MDL is an interim step between an EPC or EPM and a ML where a deposit of a mineral
resource has been found, but requires further geological investigation or is not yet at a stage for
commercial production.
Within 14 days after the discovery of any mineral of commercial value on the land, the holder of
an EPC or EPM must report to the Minister the fact of that discovery and such other particulars
as the Minister requests.55 At this point, the Minister may direct the exploration permit holder
to apply for a MDL or ML over all or part of the land.56 This is to encourage the exploration
permit holder to commence production as soon as possible under a production tenure. If the
holder does not comply with such a direction, the Minister has the discretion to cancel the
exploration permit.57 Alternatively, the holder of an EPC or EPM can, independent of a direction
by the Minister to apply for a MDL, apply for a MDL.58
A MDL does not allow its holder to commence production. However, a MDL allows the holder
to conduct activities leading to the evaluation and economic development of resources. These
activities may include geological, geophysical and geochemical programs and other works
necessary to evaluate the potential for development of any mineral occurrence of possible
economic potential. Other activities that may be undertaken pursuant to a MDL include mining
feasibility studies, metallurgical testing, environmental, marketing, engineering and design
studies and such other activities as the Minister considers appropriate.59
During the term of a MDL, if the Minister is of the opinion that actual mining operations should
commence on the land within the MDL, the Minister will give the MDL holder notice directing the
holder to indicate why the holder should not apply for a ML.60

Ibid s 176(1).
Ibid s 176(2).
57
Ibid s 176(3).
58
Ibid s 179.
59
Ibid s 181.
60
Ibid s 225.
55
56
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Applying for a mining lease
Once the holder of an exploration permit or a MDL is ready to move into production, it may apply
for a ML.61 Obtaining a ML can be a lengthy process due to the requirements associated with
native title, environmental authorities and land access and compensation. In addition, where an
objection to the grant of a ML is made, the application must be assessed by the Land Court.62
Where an objection is made, the Land Court is required to hear the application and the objections
to it.63 The Land Court must make a recommendation to the Minister as to whether the ML
application should be granted or rejected in whole or in part. The Land Court’s recommendation
may include a recommendation that the ML be granted subject to such conditions as the Land
Court considers appropriate.64 When making its recommendation, the Land Court must take
into account and consider factors including whether the provisions of the MR Act have been
complied with, whether the area of land applied for contains the minerals the subject of the ML
application and whether the applicant has the necessary financial and technical capabilities to
carry on mining operations.65 The requirement for the Land Court to hear the application and
objections to the application can delay the process of obtaining a ML.
The Minister must consider every application for the grant of a ML. In considering an application,
the Minister must take into account any recommendations made by the Land Court, the
same considerations as the Land Court is required to take into account when making its
recommendation (discussed above) and any native title issues decision.66 After considering the
ML application, the Minister may recommend to the Governor in Council that a ML be granted,
rejected or a further hearing be held by the Land Court into the application generally or in relation
to particular matters specified by the Minister.67
As with an application to renew an EPC or EPM, where the holder of the exploration permit
applies for a MDL or ML in respect of any land which the EPC or EPM applies, if the MDL or
ML application has not been decided before the expiry of the exploration permit, the holder
continues to have all the responsibilities, powers, authorities and duties that the holder would
have had if the EPC or EPM was current.68

Ibid s 232.
Ibid s 265.
63
Ibid s 268.
64
Ibid s 269(3).
65
Ibid s 269(4).
66
Ibid s 271.
67
Ibid s 271A, 271B.
68
Ibid s 148.
61
62
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4

OVERLAPPING PERMITS

In Queensland, it is possible for coal, mineral and petroleum exploration and production permits
to be issued over the same land. The expansion of the coal seam gas sector has seen a significant
increase in the level of overlap in resource acreage between permits for coal and petroleum
exploration and production. The DNRM estimates that at least 25% of the land underpinning the
Galilee and Surat Basins is affected by competing mining and petroleum interests, while in the
Bowen Basin the extent of the overlap is about 50%.69
The conflict between resource exploration and production prompted the Queensland Government
to develop an overlapping tenure regime to define the legal rights, obligations and priorities for
developing coexisting petroleum, coal and coal seam gas resources.70 The regime essentially
provided production tenure holders with a right of veto over the development of a competing
resource within the boundaries of a production lease. This factor contributed to a ‘race for
tenure’ in Queensland, where co-development of the State’s resources was hindered by lengthy
negotiations for coordination arrangements and multiple requests for Ministerial preference
decisions.
In 2011 the Queensland Government announced its intention to overhaul the regulatory
framework governing overlapping tenures. Following extensive discussion and consultation
led by the Queensland Resources Council (QRC) and the Australian Petroleum Production and
Exploration Association, a new legislative approach to overlapping tenure was proposed. The
proposed model was set out in the QRC white paper.71
The Common Provisions Act will give effect to the new system of co-development.
At the date of publication, a commencement date for the new overlapping tenure regime was
yet to be fixed.

A right of way for coal
The key principle underpinning the default framework is the grant of a prevailing right of way for
holders of coal mining leases. Coal miners will have an exclusive right to develop coal deposits
within a defined area of sole occupancy. An area of sole occupancy is intended to be the minimum
area which is necessary to conduct safe and effective mining operations. The rights of holders of
overlapped petroleum leases and authorities to prospect will be temporarily deferred within the
areas of sole occupancy.
The operation of the right of way principle and the determination of areas of sole occupancy will
be subject to:



the rolling abandonment model; and
10 year notice periods.

Queensland Government, Review of Overlapping Coal and CSG tenure – consultation paper (Department
of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation, 2011), 2.
70 
Queensland, Parliamentary Debates, 12 May 2004, 897 (Stephen Robertson Minister for Natural
Resources, Mines and Energy and Minister for Trade).
71 
Queensland Resources Council, Maximising Utilisation of Queensland’s Coal and Coal Seam Gas
Resources – A new Approach to Overlapping Tenure in Queensland (May 2012) <https://www.qrc.org.
au/_dbase_upl/OverlappingTenuresFinalReportMay12.pdf>.
69 
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Rolling abandonment model
Rolling abandonment involves pre-determined areas of sole occupancy within which the rights of
petroleum tenure holders will be suspended. In theory, as a mine face advances, the petroleum
tenure holder gradually abandons areas in favour of the miner, and areas of sole occupancy are
returned to the petroleum tenure holder after the mine face passes.
An initial mining area (IMA) will be declared as an area of sole occupancy, and is intended to
represent the first 10 years of coal mining operations under a mining lease. An applicant for a
mining lease may nominate multiple IMAs within the same lease.72
An overlapped petroleum tenure holder will be provided with notice of the IMA at the same time
that the relevant mining lease application is lodged, and then a further notice 18 months before
the commencement of mining in the IMA.73
Where a mining lease is to be granted over a petroleum lease, a 10 year notice period will apply
before mining within the IMA commences. The 10 year notice period starts 12 months after the
mining lease application is lodged.
Where a mining lease is to be granted over an ATP, only the 18 month notice before commencement
of mining is required.
As the mining activities reach the boundaries of an IMA, the area of sole occupancy will
incrementally move forward through a roll out of areas to be mined in stages (known as rolling
mining areas or RMAs). Each RMA panel is to represent one year of mining.74

Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014 (Qld) s 109(3).
Ibid ss 121–122.
74
Ibid s 111.
72
73
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Notice periods
A notice period of 10 years must pass before a petroleum tenure holder will be required to vacate
an area of sole occupancy.
A coal miner has the power to shorten this period by giving an acceleration notice, however the
miner will be obliged to compensate an impacted petroleum lease holder for lost gas production
and the costs of relocating minor and major gas infrastructure. Theoretically, a period of 10
years advance notice will allow the petroleum tenure holders to maximise gas extraction and
extract the bulk of production and economic benefit from wells and infrastructure before they are
obliged to vacate those facilities.
It is possible for a petroleum lease holder to apply to have the notice period extended in
‘exceptional circumstances’ for high-performing wells or fields.

Compensation
There are significant complexities in determining compensation. Compensation will be assessed
for the loss of a well at the point of abandonment. The amount of compensation will be the
shortfall between gas production forecasts and actual production, as established by expert
evidence.
The system establishes a hierarchy of compensation. Financial compensation is the last resort in
this model. Instead, where the loss cannot be avoided and appropriate steps of mitigation have
been taken, the appropriate remedy is to provide replacement gas.
The priority of supplying replacement gas is intended to put CSG companies in a position where
they can meet their long term gas commitments to third parties. There are additional rules
governing the provision of replacement gas with respect to its quality and the point of delivery.
Compensation will also be payable for major infrastructure, such as gas compression facilities,
power stations and statutorily required water monitoring bores.

Incidental coal seam gas
Petroleum proponents have a first right of refusal over incidental coal seam gas produced
in overlapping tenure areas. Coal producers must offer any incidental coal seam gas to the
petroleum party before it can be used beneficially for mining.75 The legislation sets out timeframes
by which an offer, acceptance and supply must occur.

75

Ibid s 138.
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Overlapping exploration activities
Where exploration tenures for different resources overlap, proponents may carry out activities
pursuant to their respective permits to the extent that it does not adversely affect the activities
of the other authority holder. Where the activities come into conflict, priority will be given to the
proponent whose activities are already under way.76

Transitional arrangements
The new regime will apply to all existing exploration tenure, and all production tenements granted
after the Common Provisions Act commences.
Existing production tenements, and all future applications for production tenure overlapping the
area of existing production tenements, will be subject to the old regime.77
Where an application for tenure has been made but not yet decided, the applicable regime will
depend on whether the overlapping tenure holder has consented to the grant.78
Special transitional provisions apply to resource acreage in the Surat Basin.79

Changing the default position
The overlapping tenure regime is intended to provide a default position in circumstances of conflict.
It is intended that the parties negotiate and agree to a process of access and compensation. The
legislative regime will apply in circumstances where no agreement can be reached.

Ibid s 152.
Ibid ss 232–233.
78
Ibid ch 7 pt 4 div 3 and 4.
79
Ibid ch 7 pt 4 div 5.
76
77
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5

ACCESS TO PRIVATE LAND

Land access framework
Queensland has a comprehensive land access regime which governs how explorers access
private land. The Land Access Framework is comprised of:



the compensation and negotiated access provisions of the 1923 Act (pt 6K), the P&G Act
(ch 5 pt 5) and the MR Act (sch 1);80 and
the mandatory conditions for resource authorities set out in sch 1A of the Petroleum and
Gas (Production and Safety) Regulation 2004 (Qld) and the Land Access Code.81

The same regime also applies to petroleum and gas production under the P&G Act and 1923
Act, geothermal energy resource exploration and production under the Geothermal Energy Act
2010 (Qld) and carbon capture and storage under the Greenhouse Gas Storage Act 2009 (Qld).
However, different rules apply to the production of coal and other minerals.
The current Land Access Framework will be retained when the Common Provisions Act comes
into effect. For this reason, where we have referred to sections of the existing legislation, we have
provided their equivalent sections in the Common Provisions Act.

Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) pt 6K; Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) ch 5 pt 5;
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) sch 1.
81 
For a copy of the Land Access Code log on to <http://mines.industry.qld.gov.au/assets/land-tenure-pdf/
land_access_code_nov2010.pdf>.
80 
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Making contact with landholders
The Resources Acts prohibit explorers from entering private land unless owners and occupiers
are first notified of their intention to enter the land. Explorers must give a written entry notice to
landholders and DNRM at least ten business days prior to entry.82 An entry notice may be valid
for up to six months for exploration tenements.
The requirements for entry notices are set out in legislation, and must include:






details of the land proposed to be entered;
the period during which the land will be entered;
the activities proposed to be carried out on the land;
when and where the activities are proposed to be carried out; and
contact details for the authority holder.83

The Government has developed an approved form to assist explorers meet their statutory
obligations, which can be submitted via the Mines Online system.84
Once an explorer has given an entry notice and the notice period has elapsed, the explorer may
enter the land to conduct ‘preliminary activities’. Preliminary activities are defined as activities
that will have little or no impact on the business or land use activities of the landholder. Examples
of preliminary activities include:




walking the area of the permit;
taking soil and water samples; and
conducting geophysical and environmental surveys.

Provided the explorer has given a valid entry notice, landholders cannot object to resource
companies entering their land to carry out preliminary activities.
However, in order to carry out ‘advanced activities’ on private land, explorers must first negotiate
a conduct and compensation agreement (CCA) or deferral agreement with each of the owners
and occupiers of the land.85 When the Common Provisions Act comes into effect, explorers and
landholders will also be able to ‘opt out’ from entering into a CCA. Advanced activities are defined
as any authorised activity that does not fall within the scope of preliminary activities.86 In addition,
any authorised activities proposed to be carried out on farming land which is less than 100 hectares
in area and is being used for intensive farming or broadacre agriculture are deemed to be advanced
activities. The same exception applies to organic farms.

Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 495; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 78L; Mineral
Resources Act 1989 (Qld) sch 1 s 5; Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014 (Qld)
s 39.
83
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 496; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 78M; Mineral
Resources Act 1989 (Qld) sch 1 s 6. Entry notice requirements under the Common Provisions Act will be
prescribed in regulation.
84 
For more information on Mines Online, log on to <http://mines.industry.qld.gov.au/mining/mines-onlinetenure-enquiry-reports.htm>.
85 
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 495; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 78L; Mineral
Resources Act 1989 (Qld) sch 1 s 5; Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014 (Qld)
s 43.
86
Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014 (Qld) s 43.
82 
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Working out compensation and access terms
A CCA sets out how and when an authority holder may enter private land, the activities that can
be carried out, and the amount of compensation payable to the landholder as a result of those
activities.
Resource companies have a statutory obligation to compensate owners and occupiers of land
for any ‘compensatable effects’ caused by exploration activities. Under the Resources Acts,
compensatable effects include:








deprivation of possession of surface area;
diminution of land value;
diminution of the use made or that may be made of the land and/or its improvements;
severance of any part of the land from other parts of the land or from other land owned by
the landholder;
any cost, damage or loss arising from the carrying out of activities under the authority;
the landholder’s accounting, legal or valuation costs necessarily and reasonably incurred to
negotiate a conduct and compensation agreement; and
any consequential damages the landholder suffers as a result of any other compensatable
effect.87

The Resources Acts are prescriptive in respect of what a CCA must contain. The DNRM has
developed standard form agreements that explorers can use as a basis for CCAs, however,
care should be taken to ensure these templates are tailored to specific projects and will survive
beyond the current licence term. Most large companies develop their own template agreements.
Resource companies cannot legally enter private land to carry out advanced activities unless a
CCA is in place. The exception to this rule is if the parties have entered into a deferral agreement,
which enables an authority holder to enter private land on the basis the parties will negotiate
a CCA at a later date. When the Common Provisions Act comes into effect, explorers and
landholders will be able to ‘opt out’ from entering into a CCA. A formal Opt Out Agreement will
be required.88
The Resources Acts set out a clear process for establishing a CCA or a deferral agreement. An
explorer wishing to negotiate an agreement must give the landholder a Notice of Intention to
Negotiate an Agreement.89 This is a standard form available via the Mines Online system.
Once a negotiation notice has been given, the parties must use all reasonable endeavours to
negotiate a CCA or deferral agreement for a minimum period of 20 business days. The parties
can extend the minimum negotiation period by agreement.90

Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 532; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 79Q;
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) sch 1 s 13; Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act
2014 (Qld) s 81.
88
Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014 (Qld) s 43.
89 
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 535; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 79T;
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) sch 1 s 16; Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act
2014 (Qld) s 84.
90 
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 536; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 79U;
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) sch 1 s 17; Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act
2014 (Qld) s 85.
87 
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If explorers and landholders cannot agree on the terms of a conduct and compensation or
deferral agreement within the minimum negotiation period or the longer period agreed by the
parties, the Resources Acts provide a step-by-step process for resolving conflicts that must be
followed before the matter can be determined by the Land Court.
When the Common Provisions Act commences, the existence of a CCA or opt out agreement will
need to be recorded on the title of affected properties.91
Alternative dispute resolution
If the parties have not reached agreement by the end of the negotiation period, either party may
give an Election Notice to the other party either:



asking an officer of DNRM to call a conference to continue negotiations; or
referring the matter for alternative dispute resolution, such as arbitration, conciliation or
mediation.92

The party who gives the election notice has discretion as to whether the matter is referred
to DNRM or an independent facilitator. If the matter is referred for a conference, neither the
explorer nor the landholder can be legally represented unless both parties agree otherwise and
no disadvantage is suffered.
The same rule does not apply for alternative dispute resolution. The party who refers the matter
for alternative dispute resolution must bear the facilitator’s costs, though the explorer will be
liable for the landholder’s legal costs for participating in alternative dispute resolution.

Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014 (Qld) s 92.
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 537A; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 79VA;
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) sch 1 s 20; Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act
2014 (Qld) s 88.

91 
92 
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Land Court
The final forum for determining compensation and negotiated access disputes is the Land Court.
If the parties have not entered a conduct and compensation or deferral agreement following a
conference or alternative dispute resolution, either the explorer or the landholder can apply to
the Land Court for a determination of the explorer’s compensation liability.93
Once the matter has been referred to the Land Court for determination, the explorer can enter
private land to carry out advanced activities.94 However, the authority holder must still comply
with the entry notice requirements.
The Land Court also has jurisdiction to review compensation payable under an existing CCA if
there has been a material change in circumstances since the agreement was made.95 Under the
Common Provisions Act, the Land Court will be given significantly broader jurisdiction to hear and
determine matters relating to access to private land by resource authority holders, including the
power to order that a party not engage in particular conduct, or to order that the parties engage in
further dispute resolution.96 The Land Court may also have regard to the behaviour of the parties
when determining the authority holder’s compensation liability to the landholder and how and
when authorised activities are to be carried out.97

Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 537B; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 79VB;
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) sch 1 s 22; Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act
2014 (Qld) s 96.
94 
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 500A; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 78R;
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) sch 1 s 11; Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act
2014 (Qld) s 43.
95 
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 537C; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 79VC;
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) sch 1 s 23.
96 
Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014 (Qld) s 97.
97
Ibid s 96.
93 
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Public land
Explorers seeking to carry out activities on public land are subject to different land access
requirements. Public land is defined as any land that is not private land, and includes reserves,
permits to occupy and national parks. It does not include State leases, which are deemed to be
private land.
To gain access to public land, explorers are required to give written notice of entry to the public
land authority at least 30 business days prior to entry (10 business days for coal and mineral
exploration).98 The contents of the entry notice are similar to those required for access to private
land. Under the Common Provisions Act, periodic entry notices will be given.99 Specific details
will be contained in regulation.
The public land authority may impose conditions of entry. Generally, any condition imposed
by a public land authority cannot be inconsistent with a condition of the resource permit or an
environmental authority. An exception applies if the land in question is managed in accordance
with the Nature Conservation Act 1992 (Qld), such as a national park. In those circumstances,
the public land authority can impose conditions that are more stringent than the conditions in the
permit or environmental authority.100
In addition, an explorer must give notice if it intends to use public roads for a ‘notifiable road
use’. Notifiable road uses for petroleum activities include:




any transport relating to a seismic survey or drilling activity;
haulage relating to the transportation of petroleum produced or processed in the area of the
authority, or the construction of a pipeline, and it exceeds 50,000 tonnes a year for Statecontrolled roads, or 10,000 tonnes for another public road; or
for coal and mineral projects, hauling loads of 50,000 tonnes or more on State-controlled
roads, or 10,000 tonnes for other public roads, will be a notifiable road use.).101

Explorers are prohibited from using public roads for notifiable road uses unless notice has been
given to the public road authority. Notices must be given to the public road authority ten business
days prior to the intended use of the road, and must state:







the public road proposed to be used;
the type of haulage, including the vehicle type and the material hauled;
the total weight of the material proposed to be hauled;
when the use is proposed to start and end;
the frequency of vehicle movements; and
contact details for the authority holder.102

The public road authority may give explorers directions regarding their use of public roads to
preserve the condition of the road or ensure the safety of other road users. If the project’s
environment impact statement (EIS) does not examine potential impacts of public road use, the
public land authority may require explorers to carry out an assessment of the likely impacts.
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 526(2)(b); Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 79I(2)(b);
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) sch 1 s 5(2).
99
Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014 (Qld) s 57.
100 
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 527; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 79L; Mineral
and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014 (Qld) s 59
101 
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 515; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 78Y;
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) s 318EO. Notifiable road uses under the Mineral and Energy Resources
(Common Provisions) Act 2014 (Qld) will be prescribed by regulation.
102 
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 516; Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld) s 78Z; Mineral
Resources Act 1989 (Qld) s 318EP.
98 
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6

RESTRICTIONS ON ACCESSING LAND

Regional planning interests
The Regional Planning Interests Act 2014 (Qld) (RPI Act) regulates resource activities and
development in areas of regional interest (ARI) in Queensland. An area may be of regional
interest if it contributes to Queensland’s economic, social or environmental prosperity.103
Strategic Cropping Land (SCL) in Queensland is now regulated by the RPI Act, which repealed
the Strategic Cropping Land Act 2011 (Qld) (SCL Act).
The RPI Act is supported by statutory Regional Plans under the Sustainable Planning Act
2009 (Qld). The Regional Plans will serve as the primary mechanism for identifying ARI, as the
Regional Plans contain maps which identify particular ARIs. In the case of SCL, the SCL trigger
map contained on the DNRM website will continue to be the point of reference for determining
whether an area of land might be captured within a strategic cropping area (SCA).
Regional impact development approval
The key obligation imposed by the RPI Act is to require resource companies to apply for a
regional impact development approval (RIDA) in order to undertake resource activities in areas
of regional interest. A resource activity is defined to include any activity for which the grant of
tenure is required under Queensland resources legislation.104
An entity which has been granted an environmental authority or tenure under the resources
legislation may apply for a RIDA to undertake resource activities in an ARI.105
Areas of regional interest
Under the RPI Act, there are four types of ARI:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

a priority agricultural area;
a priority living area
a strategic cropping area; and
a strategic environmental area

Priority agricultural area
A priority agricultural area (PAA) is an area which includes one or more areas used for a priority
agricultural land use (PALU) and which is either shown on a map in a Regional Plan or prescribed
under regulation.106 The Queensland Government is continuing to develop new Regional Plans.
An examination of the finalised regional plans will serve as the primary tool for identifying whether
a particular parcel falls within a PAA.
Where an application is made for a RIDA in a PAA, an assessment will be made with reference to
the PAA assessment criteria, which are contained in the RPI Regulation.107

Regional Planning Interests Act 2014 (Qld) s 3.
Geothermal Energy Act 2010 (Qld), Greenhouse Gas Storage Act 2009 (Qld), Mineral Resources Act 1989
(Qld), Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld), Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld).
105
Regional Planning Interests Act 2014 (Qld) s 28.
106
Ibid s 8.
107
Regional Planning Interests Regulation (Qld) sch 2.
103

104 
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Priority Living Area
A priority living area (PLA) will generally include the existing settled area of a city, town or other
community and other areas necessary or desirable:
(a)
(b)

for the future growth of the existing settled area; and
as a buffer between the existing or a future settled area and the potential encroachment of
resource activities.108

For land to be within a PLA, it must be shown on a map in a Regional Plan as a PLA. A review of
the relevant regional plan will determine whether land falls within a PLA and therefore constitutes
an ARI.
In order for resource activities to be carried out in a PLA, the location, nature and conduct
of the activity must be compatible with the planned future for the priority living area provided
for in a planning instrument under the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (Qld).109 In addition, the
authority holder will need to demonstrate that the resource activities will not adversely impact on
development certainty, and that the activities will result in community benefits and opportunities.110
Strategic cropping area
Strategic cropping land is classified as an area of regional interest under the RPI Act. SCL was
initially created under the SCL Act, which has since been repealed and replaced by the RPI Act.
Strategic cropping land is defined as land which is likely to be highly suitable for cropping
because of a combination of the land’s soil, climate and landscape features. Trigger maps have
been developed to identify SCL, and a SCA.111 The criteria developed under the repealed SCL
legislation relating to soil conditions have been retained in the RPI Act.112
If land is shown as SCL on the trigger map, it will be in an ARI. The assessment criteria governing
an application for an activity to be carried out on SCL are contained in the RPI Regulation.113
The SCL assessment criteria apply a mitigation hierarchy for desired outcomes. Where possible,
resource activity should have no impact on SCL.114 If resource activity on SCL cannot be avoided,
the proponent must demonstrate that the activities will not have a material impact on SCL.115 The
prescribed solutions provides that proponents must minimise their construction and operation
footprint to the greatest extent possible, and satisfy the Department that no more than 2% of
SCL will be permanently impacted (that is, unable to be restored to its pre-activity condition).
The RPI Act116 and Regulation117 also set out a framework for applying mitigation conditions,
including how to calculate the mitigation value of a project.

Regional Planning Interests Act 2014 (Qld) s 9.
Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (Qld) s 10.
110
Regional Planning Interests Regulation 2014 (Qld) sch 2 s 7.
111
Regional Planning Interests Act 2014 (Qld) s 10.
112
Regional Planning Interests Regulation 2014 (Qld) sch 3.
113
Ibid sch 2 pt 3.
114
Ibid ss 8–9.
115
Ibid ss 10–11.
116
Regional Planning Interests Act 2014 (Qld) pt 4.
117
Regional Planning Interests Regulation 2014 (Qld) pt 6.
108
109
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Strategic environmental area
A strategic environmental area (SEA) is an area with strategic environmental value which is either
shown on a map in a Regional Plan or prescribed by regulation.118 The meaning of environmental
value is drawn from the EP Act, and essentially means the land has a quality or characteristic that
is conducive to ecological health or public amenity.119
For example, the RPI Regulation declares that part of western Queensland’s Channel Country is
a SEA.120 Declared SEA maps are available on the DNRM website.121
Where an application is made for a RIDA in a SEA, an assessment will be made with reference to
the SEA assessment criteria contained in the RPI Regulation at sch 2 pt 5.
Exemptions
The RPI Act specifies a number of exemptions to the requirement to obtain a RIDA:

Agreement with landowner
A resource authority holder will not need a RIDA to carry out its activities within a PAA or a SCA if
the authority holder has entered into either a CCA or other written agreement with the landholder,
provided the activities will not have a significant impact on the affected land.

Activity carried out for less than one year
An exemption will apply where the resource activity is to be carried out on a property in a PAA or
SCA for no longer than one year.122

Pre-existing resource authority
Explorers will not need a RIDA to carry out its activities if those activities are to be carried
out under an approved works program or Plan of Operations that was in effect prior to the
declaration of an ARI.

Urban restricted areas
Since August 2011 resource development near urban centres has been restricted by the
declaration of restricted area (RA) 384. Areas which fall within RA384 include:



all land bound by the SEQ Regional Plan, which spans from the Sunshine Coast to the
Queensland border and extends west past Toowoomba; and
all regional towns with a population of 1,000 or more.

A two kilometre buffer from the boundary of each declared urban centre is also classified as
restricted area.

Regional Planning Interests Act 2014 (Qld) s 11.
Environmental Protection Act 1994 (Qld) s 9.
120
Regional Planning Interests Regulation 2014 (Qld) s 4(1).
121
See <http://www.dsdip.qld.gov.au/regional-development/areas-of-regional-interest.html>.
122
Regional Planning Interests Act 2014 (Qld) s 23.
118
119
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The intent of the urban restricted land policy has been given effect through the creation of Priority
Living Areas under the RPI Act. However, for the time being RA384 remains in place. Accordingly,
no new exploration tenure will be granted over areas that fall within the restricted area.

Restricted land
The Common Provisions Act creates a new class of restricted land which prevents resources
activities from being carried out within 200 metres of restricted land areas without additional
consent from the owner or occupier of the land.123 Restricted land includes:
Residence
Library
Cemetery
Poultry farm

School
Hospital
Pig farm
Aquaculture

Childcare Centre
Place of worship
Intensive feedlot
Other business

Restricted areas may be created any time during the term of an exploration permit, but must be
in existence before an application for production tenure is made. Restricted land rules will only
apply to tenures granted after the Common Provisions Act commences, and will not apply to
Mining Leases.

Other restrictions
The Minister has the power to exclude land from the grant of resources tenure.124 If land is
deemed to be excluded, explorers may be prohibited from undertaking activities in those areas,
or they may be required to obtain additional approvals before a permit or environmental authority
is granted. In all cases, conducting mining activities in excluded land areas will be subject to
special conditions.
Excluded land may be classified as sterile, constrained or restricted areas. Mining and petroleum
permits do not authorise mining activities within excluded land. Whether activities can be carried
out in excluded land areas depends on the classification.
Exploration is generally prohibited in sterile land areas, such as national parks declared under
the Nature Conservation Act 1992 (Qld). A pipeline licence may be granted over sterile land
areas, though they are likely to be subject to stringent conditions.
Constrained areas may be explored, subject to conditions. Constrained areas include State
forests, nature refuges, marine parks, and Aboriginal lands.
Restricted areas may also be declared by the Minister under the authority of the MR Act.
Restrictions may be broad, preventing any mining activities being carried out without obtaining
additional approvals or consents, or they may be limited to particular activities or commodities.
Restricted area declarations are usually made to protect sensitive areas, such as dam catchments,
or for public policy reasons. Depending on the particulars of the declaration, exploration activity
may be carried out in restricted areas subject to additional requirements.
A substantial amount of land in Queensland is classified as excluded land. Accordingly, explorers
will need to consider whether an application for new tenure includes excluded land areas. The
Government has developed interactive resource and tenure maps to assist explorers to identify
excluded land.

123
124
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ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION AND OBLIGATIONS

Environmental licensing for petroleum and mining activities is regulated by the EP Act and the
Environmental Protection Regulation 2008 (Qld) (EP Regulation).
The EP Act and EP Regulation are administered by the Department of Environment and Heritage
Protection (DEHP).
This chapter provides an overview of the key environmental duties that are owed generally by
proponents, as well as an overview of the environmental permits, known as ‘environmental
authorities’, required for undertaking mining and petroleum exploration activities in Queensland.
There is also a short overview of some other pieces of legislation that may be of interest for
proponents looking to move into production.

General obligations
The EP Act provides for a general duty not to undertake activities that will or are likely to cause
environmental harm.125
There are also specific duties that relate to a person’s or company’s obligations where the
carrying out of an activity that causes or threatens to cause serious environmental harm (unless
that harm is authorised to be caused by an environmental authority).126 These provisions include:




a duty of an employee to notify his or her employer of the serious environmental harm
caused or threatened to be caused;127
a duty to notify the administering authority within 24 hours of becoming aware of threatened
or actual serious environmental harm;128 and
a duty to notify underlying landholders.129

Environmental authorities for resource activities
A proponent must apply to the administering authority for an environmental authority at the same
time as applying for the relevant tenement.
There is a single approval process to obtain an environmental authority for all types of ‘resources
activities’.

Environmental Protection Act 1994 (Qld) s 319(1).
Ibid ch 7 div 2.
127
Ibid s 320B.
128
Ibid s 320C(2).
129
Ibid s 320C(3).
125
126
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A resource activity for the purposes of the EP Act is an activity that involves:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

a mining activity;
a petroleum activity;
a geothermal activity; or
a GHG storage activity.130

There are three different types of application which may be made depending on the risk that the
relevant Environmentally Relevant Activity (ERA) poses to the environment: standard applications,
variation applications and site specific applications.131
There are four possible stages to the assessment of an application: the application stage, the
information stage, the notification stage and the decision stage.132 Not all stages apply to all of
types of applications.133

Standard applications
A standard application may be made where the proposed activities comply with both:
1.
2.

a published list of eligibility criteria; and
standard conditions.

The eligibility criteria and standard conditions have been developed to allow a degree of self
assessment of low risk ERAs.
For petroleum exploration activities, the current eligibility criteria and standard conditions are
contained in the ‘Eligibility criteria and standard conditions – Petroleum exploration activities’.134
For mining exploration, the eligibility criteria and standard conditions are contained in the ‘Code
of environmental compliance for exploration and mineral development projects’.135
The EP Regulation also prescribes a list of eligibility criteria which apply to all mining activities.136
The legislation is proscriptive in respect of application requirements.137 A description of all
ERAs138 and a declaration that each relevant activity complies with the eligibility criteria139 are
required for all standard applications.

Ibid s 107.
Ibid s 212.
132
Ibid s 114(1).
133
Ibid s 114(2).
134 
A copy of the Eligibility Criteria and Standard Conditions for petroleum exploration activities (EM 928
Version 1) can be accessed online at: <http://www.ehp.qld.gov.au/management/non-mining/documents/
eligibility-criteria-standard-conditons-petroleum.pdf>.
135 
For a copy of the Code of environmental compliance for exploration and mineral development projects
(EM586 Version 1.1) log on to http://www.ehp.qld.gov.au/licences-permits/compliance-codes/pdf/codeexploration-mineral-development-em586.pdf.
136
Environmental Protection Regulation 2008 (Qld) sch 3A.
137
Environmental Protection Act 1994 (Qld) s 125.
138
Ibid s 125(1)(c), (g).
139
Ibid s 125(1)(j).
130
131
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Unless an exception applies, the administering authority must make its decision within 20
business days after the day the decision stage for the application starts.140 In the case of a
standard application the decision stage commences on the day after the application stage
ends,141 which is 10 business days after a properly made application is received.142
The administrating authority may extend the decision making period without the consent of the
applicant for a further period of not more than 20 business days.143
The administrating authority must approve the application subject to the standard conditions.144

Variation applications
A variation application may be made where the proponent seeks to change the standard
conditions in respect of the ERAs, but where all proposed ERAs are activities that otherwise
comply with the eligibility criteria for that activity.145 The application must state that it is a variation
application and specify the standard conditions which are proposed to be varied.146 In addition,
a variation application must include an assessment of the likely impact of each relevant activity
including, but not limited to:








a description of the environmental values likely to be affected by each relevant activity;
details of any emissions or releases likely to be generated by each relevant activity;
a description of the risks and likely magnitude of impacts on the environmental values;
details of the management practices proposed to be implemented to prevent or minimise
adverse impacts;
details of how the land will be rehabilitated after each relevant activity ceases;
a description of the proposed measures for minimising and managing waste generated by
each relevant activity; and
details of any site management plan that relates to the land.147

A variation application need only include these details to the extent that the application proposes
to vary the standard conditions.148
Information stage
The information stage allows the administering authority to request further information from the
applicant in order to assess the application.
The administering authority may make an information request within 10 business days after
the day the application stage ends.149 However, the administering authority may extend this
period.150 The information request must specify a date for compliance with the request.151

Ibid s 168(1).
Ibid s 165(1).
142
Ibid s 136(b).
143
Ibid s 168(2).
144
Ibid s 170(2)(a).
145
Ibid s 123.
146
Ibid s 125(1)(g), (k).
147
Ibid s 125(1)(l).
148
Ibid s 125(2).
149
Ibid s 144(b).
150
Ibid s 145(1).
151
Ibid s 141(1).
140
141
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Where an information request has been made, the information stage will end when the
administering authority has received the finalised response or the response period laspes.152
The application will then proceed to the decision stage.
Decision stage
The administering authority must decide that either:
1.
2.

the application be approved subject to conditions that are different to the standard
conditions for that activity; or
the authority be granted subject to the standard conditions.153

Site-specific applications
A site-specific application is required where the proposed ERAs are not activities for which
eligibility criteria are in effect, or where the activities are unable to comply with the existing
eligibility criteria for that activity.154
The application must state that it is a site-specific application155 and include an assessment
of the likely impact of each relevant activity, including but not limited to, the matters set out
above regarding a variation application.156 In the case of a site-specific application for CSG
related activities, there are additional requirements to include information regarding the expected
generation and management of water for the CSG activity.157
Information stage
The administering authority may request additional information from the applicant in order to
properly assess the application.158
The administering authority may also request that an EIS be prepared.159 Where the site specific
application is for a mining activity an EIS must be prepared.160

Ibid s 148(a).
Ibid s 171.
154
Ibid s 124.
155
Ibid s 125(1)(g).
156
Ibid s 125(1)(l).
157
Ibid s 126.
158
Ibid s 140.
159
Ibid s 143.
160
Ibid s 142.
152
153
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Notification stage
In the case of a site-specific application, or where an application is for a mining activity relating to
a mining lease, the assessment will proceed to the notification stage once the information stage
is completed.161 The notification stage will not apply where an appropriate and current EIS was
completed before the application was lodged.162
The applicant is required to publish an application notice simultaneously and in accordance with
notice requirements under the relevant resource legislation relating to the application for the
relevant tenure. If no such notice is required, a notice of the application must be published in a
newspaper circulating in the area where the proposed ERAs are to be carried out before the day
that is 10 business days after the end of the information stage.163
The application notice must include:






a description of each relevant resource activity;
the land on which each activity is to be carried out;
details as to where the application documents may be inspected or accessed;
notice to the effect that submissions may be made to the administering authority about the
application; and
the period during which submissions may be made.164

The duration of the submission period will vary depending on the type of resource activity.
The applicant must make copies of the application notice, the application documents and the
response to any information request available on a website for the access period.165
The applicant must certify that the notice requirements have been complied with within five
business days after the end of the submission period.166
Decision stage
A site specific application will proceed to the decision stage once all other stages have been
completed.167
The administering authority must decide that a site-specific application either be:
1.
2.

granted subject to conditions; or
be refused.168

Ibid s 149, s 151.
Ibid s 150.
163
Ibid s 152.
164
Ibid s 153.
165
Ibid s 156.
166
Ibid s 158.
167
Ibid s 165(1).
168
Ibid s 172.
161
162
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Stages of assessment process for environmental authority applications
Stages of assessment process for environmental authority applications under the Environment Protection
(Greentape Reduction) and Other Legislation Bill.

Application for
environmental
authority

Application stage

Standard application

No

Variation or site specific
application?
Yes

Information stage

Mining Lease?

Yes

No

Environmental
authority with
standard conditions
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Considerations when applying for a production lease
When applying for a PL or a ML, a proponent should consider the impact of the following
legislation on its project.
State Development and Public Works Organisation Act
The State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971 (Qld) (SDPWO Act) assesses
projects that are considered significant by the Government. These projects often include major
infrastructure development of State wide importance, or where complex local, State and federal
approvals are required, such as the Clem Jones Tunnel (CLEM7) and Airport Link, as well as
larger scale mining and petroleum projects, such as the Gladstone Liquefied Natural Gas Project.
The SDPWO Act aims to centralise the approval processes. The SDPWO Act is administered by
the Department of State Development, Infrastructure and Planning.
A project that is considered significant and is assessed under the SDPWO Act will require an
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and the proponent will need to prepare an EIS. See
below for more information about EIS requirements.
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth) (EPBC Act) is
administered by the Federal Government. The EPBC Act is triggered where projects have an
impact on, or may cause an impact on, matters of national environmental significance. This
includes protected fauna and flora species, as well as sites of national importance such as
national heritage places.
A project that impacts on matters of national environmental significance will require an EIA and
an EIS will need to be prepared and submitted for review.
Environmental impact statements
Proponents may be required to undertake an EIA and to prepare and submit an EIS for projects
that require large scale infrastructure to be constructed. An EIS often includes specialist
consultant advice in respect of environmental and social concerns. An EIS can be required as a
result of the EP Act, as well as other State or Commonwealth Acts, such as the EPBC Act or the
SDPWO Act.
Where an EIS process is required to be undertaken pursuant to, as an example, both the EP Act
as well as the EPBC Act, a single EIS process can often satisfy the proponent’s obligations under
both acts.

Water rights and regulation
Water in Australia is a scarce resource and the regulation and allocation of water resources in
Australia is regularly subject to reform at both the State and federal level. The starting position
in Queensland is that the unauthorised taking, supplying or interfering with water is prohibited.
Taking, supplying or interfering with water can be authorised pursuant to different legislation,
with water resources primarily regulated by the Water Act 2000 (Qld). In relation to gas, the P&G
Act provides certain rights to extract gas and produced water. Other relevant water legislation
and policies include the EP Act, the Waste Reduction and Recycling Act 2011 (Qld), the Water
Supply (Safety and Reliability) Act 2008 (Qld), the Environmental Protection (Water) Policy 2009
and the Coal Seam Gas Water Management Policy 2012.
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At a federal level, the EPBC Act provides that water resources are a matter of national environmental
significance in relation to CSG and large coal mining development. As a result, when a project
reaches production stage, the likely impact that the project will have on water resources will
need to be assessed, and the project will likely require federal government approval.
Many resource exploration activities do not directly require water to be taken or used. However,
at production stage, water will almost certainly be required for various activities (for example,
coal washing, dust control and cooling of drilling equipment) and may need to be interfered with
in order to extract resources (for example, dewatering wells, diverting a watercourse, or releasing
inflow from pits or voids). The taking of or interfering with water for such activities needs to be
authorised by the appropriate permits and licences before being undertaken.
Taking, supplying or interfering with water in relation to resource activities is particularly
relevant for CSG activities. During the CSG exploration stage, minimal CSG water is produced;
however, during the appraisal and production stages of CSG development water is a primary
by-product of CSG development. The Coal Seam Gas Water Management Policy 2012 provides
a ‘management hierarchy’ for CSG water. The first priority is for CSG water to be used for a
purpose that is beneficial to one or more of the environment, existing or new water users and
existing or new water-dependent industries. After feasible beneficial use options have been
considered, the second priority is to treat and dispose of CSG water in a way that firstly avoids,
and then minimises and mitigates, impacts on environmental values.
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NATIVE TITLE AND CULTURAL HERITAGE

Native title
Native title is the recognition by Australian law that some Indigenous people have interests in
land that come from their traditional laws and customs.169 Native title continues to exist in large
tracts of land in Queensland and is a common issue encountered by mining and petroleum
proponents. The native title rights and interests held by particular Indigenous people will depend
on both their laws and customs and what interests are held by other people over the same land.
For example, native title rights and interests may include rights to live on the land or to access
it for various purposes, including to conduct traditional ceremonies or to hunt, fish and gather
food.
Exploration tenures and production tenures can be granted by the Government in areas where
native title exits. However, the legislative regime for negotiating with native title parties under the
Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) (NT Act) must be complied with.
If native title is not correctly addressed by proponents, the validity of a permit may be brought
into question. In the context of purchasing existing assets, native title and cultural heritage can
also affect the value of permits and restrict the activities that may be undertaken on the land.
Identifying if native title exists and identifying the native title parties
In the context of resource exploration, the first step for a proponent is to identify whether native
title exists in the area of the proposed exploration permit. To identify the particular areas where
native title may exist, a proponent will need to determine the areas where native title has been
extinguished.
Extinguishment of native title can occur either:



as a result of an act of extinguishment undertaken by the State (by a valid grant of freehold
or other exclusive possession acts); or
where native title holders have lost their connection with the land.

Act of extinguishment by the State
Certain ‘past acts’170 and ‘intermediate period acts’171 undertaken by the State have the effect of
extinguishing native title. The NT Act provides that these acts are validated even though they
would otherwise be invalid because of native title. These acts can be divided into two categories:



‘previous exclusive possession acts’ which extinguish native title;172 and
‘previous non-exclusive possession acts’ which extinguish native title to the extent that
native title is inconsistent with the rights granted.173

National Native Title Tribunal, Exactly what is native title?, (30 July 2012)<http://www.nntt.gov.au/
Information-about-native-title/Pages/Nativetitlerightsandinterests.aspx>.
170
Acts done before 1 January 1994. See Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) s 228 for the full definition of ‘past act’.
171
Acts done between 1 January 1994 and 23 December 1996. Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) s 232A.
172
Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) s 23B.
173
Ibid s 23F.
169 
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Previous exclusive possession acts include the grant of freehold estates or the grant of certain
leases that confer rights of exclusive possession over particular land or waters (for example, a
commercial lease, an exclusive agricultural lease or a residential lease). A previous exclusive
possession act must take place prior to 23 December 1996.
A previous non-exclusive possession act includes the grant of a non-exclusive agricultural lease
or non-exclusive pastoral lease prior to 23 December 1996.
If native title is not extinguished because of a previous exclusive possession act or a previous
non-exclusive possession act, native title may continue over that land and must be addressed
accordingly.
Certain ‘past acts’ and ‘intermediate period acts’ may be subject to the ‘non-extinguishment
principle’.174 The non-extinguishment principle provides that, to the extent native title rights are
inconsistent with another interest over the area, the native title rights will be suspended during
the term of the other interest, to the extent of the inconsistency. The suspended native title rights
will re-enliven following expiry or other termination of the interest.
Most ‘future acts’ (discussed below) will be permitted subject to the non-extinguishment
principle.
Native title claims
A native title claim is an application made by a person or group of people who claim to hold
native title rights over an area of land. The claim process under the NT Act begins when a native
title claim group files an application in the Federal Court seeking a determination that recognises
them as native title holders.175 The application is then referred to the Native Title Registrar of the
National Native Title Tribunal (NNTT), who then assesses the application against the registration
test. If the application meets all the requirements of the test, the applicants gain certain rights,
such as the right to negotiate in respect of mining on the application area.
To determine whether a parcel of land is the subject of a specific native title claim, a search can
be requested from the NNTT. If the land in question is not the subject of a particular claim, and it
is not clear that native title has been extinguished, then certain procedures need to be followed
in an attempt to identify potential claimants. These are discussed below under the heading ‘Right
to negotiate process’.
Future acts
The NT Act provides for the circumstances in which a ‘future act’ that affects native title will
be valid – the ‘future acts regime’. The term ‘future act’ applies to acts that will affect native
title, either by extinguishing it or by creating an interest that is inconsistent with the continued
existence, enjoyment or exercise of native title.176
Depending on the type of future act proposed, different procedural requirements under the NT Act
will apply. Relevant to the grant of mining and petroleum rights is the right to negotiate process.
Alternatively, a future act may be validated through the parties entering into an Indigenous Land
Use Agreement (ILUA).

Ibid s 238.
National Native Title Tribunal, Three approaches to negotiating native title, (30 July 2012) <http://www.
nntt.gov.au/ Information-about-native-title/Pages/Approaches-to-Native-Title.aspx>.
176 
National Native Title Tribunal, Glossary, (4 June 2014) <http://www.nntt.gov.au/Information-about-nativetitle/Key-terms-and-glossary/Pages/default.aspx>.
174

175 
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If an act such as the grant of a mining or petroleum right is not done in accordance with the
provisions of the future acts regime, it will be invalid.
Right to negotiate process
In relation to certain future acts, including the grant of mining and petroleum rights, the relevant
Government party must give notice (s 29 notice) of the act to:



any registered native title body corporate; or
if there is no such registered body, any registered native title claimant and any representative
Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander body.177

A registered native title claimant is a party who has had their claim accepted for registration on
the Register of Native Title Claims, but has not yet had the claim determined.178
Notice must also be given to the general public by advertisement.179
Parties who claim to hold native title in the area, but have not yet made an application, have
three months from the date of the above notice to file a claim and four months to have that claim
registered.180 The right to negotiate will then also apply to any such parties.
If the future act involves a perceived minimal impact on native title (for example, an exploration
permit), the government may, in the s 29 notice, propose that the expedited procedure apply.181
The expedited procedure allows the valid grant of the title with respect to native title in a shorter
timeframe than under the full right to negotiate process.
A native title party has four months to lodge an objection to the expedited process being applied.
If no such objection is received, or an objection is unsuccessful, the grant of the tenement can
proceed. If an objection is successful, the ordinary right to negotiate process will apply.182
If the right to negotiate applies, the government, the proposed grantee of the right (for example,
a tenement applicant) and the native title party must negotiate in good faith with a view to
obtaining the agreement of each of the native title parties to the future act being done.183
If requested by one of the parties, the NNTT must mediate during negotiations to assist the
reaching of an agreement.184
If an agreement has not been reached after six months of negotiations, any of the parties may
apply to the NNTT for a determination as to whether the act (that is, the grant of the tenement)
may proceed.185 The NNTT may determine that the act must not be done, that it may be done or
that it may be done on certain conditions.186

Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) s 29.
Ibid s 25(3).
179
Ibid s 29(3).
180
Ibid s 30.
181
Ibid s 29(7).
182
Ibid s 32.
183
Ibid s 31.
184
Ibid s 31(3).
185
Ibid s 35.
186
Ibid s 38.
177
178
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Indigenous Land Use Agreements
Indigenous Land Use Agreements are agreements between a native title group and others that
regulate the use and management of land and waters over which native title exists, or may exist.
Unlike the right to negotiate process, the negotiation of an ILUA is not guided by set timeframes
and processes.
An ILUA can be an effective way of addressing native title for an entire project in one agreement.
For example, for a petroleum project, rather than completing the right to negotiate process at the
time of applying for an ATP and then again when applying for a PL, the potential grant of both
tenements may be addressed by a single ILUA.
The scope of an ILUA can be very broad and generally will allow use of an area and consent to
future development in exchange for compensation to the relevant native title parties (which can
take many forms, for example, employment opportunities).
ILUA negotiations are not limited by legislated timeframes and parties are not bound by particular
procedural rules in negotiating and reaching an agreement. However, parties can request the
assistance of the NNTT at any time to facilitate negotiations.
Once finalised, an ILUA should be registered with the NNTT on the Register of Indigenous Land
Use Agreements. Once received, the NNTT must notify certain parties and the general public of
the request for registration of an ILUA. Parties claiming to hold a native title interest in relation to
the area covered by the ILUA may lodge an objection during the notification period (up to three
months depending on the type of ILUA).

Cultural heritage
State and federal legislation recognises and protects significant historical sites and artefacts of
importance to Indigenous people.
The obligations in relation to Indigenous cultural heritage are potentially much further reaching
than native title obligations, as cultural heritage can exist in an area regardless of the native title
status of the land.
Relevant in Queensland is the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld) and the Torres Strait
Islander Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld) (which mirror each other) (Cultural Heritage Acts). The
key obligation created by the Cultural Heritage Acts is the cultural heritage duty of care, which
provides that ‘a person who carries out an activity must take all reasonable and practicable
measures to ensure the activity does not harm Aboriginal (or Torres Strait Islander) cultural
heritage’.187
The Cultural Heritage Acts provide for a number of ways in which parties will be deemed to have
discharged this duty of care, as follows:




compliance with the gazetted Cultural Heritage Duty of Care Guidelines;
acting in accordance with a native title agreement or another agreement with an Indigenous
party that deals with cultural heritage management; or
acting in accordance with an approved Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP).188

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld) s 23(1); Torres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld)
s 23(1).
188 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld) s 23; Torres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld)
s 23.
187 
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Cultural Heritage Duty of Care Guidelines
The Cultural Heritage Duty of Care Guidelines (Guidelines) were developed to identify reasonable
and practicable measures for ensuring activities are managed to avoid or minimise harm to
Indigenous cultural heritage.189
If followed, the guidelines ensure strict compliance with the relevant Cultural Heritage Act.
The Guidelines recognise that it is unlikely that Indigenous cultural heritage will be harmed where:



an activity involves no surface disturbance or the proposed activity is on an area previously
subject to significant ground disturbance; or
the impact of the current or proposed activity is unlikely to cause any additional harm
to Indigenous cultural heritage than that which has already occurred (for example, in an
already developed area).190

In such circumstances, it is reasonable for these activities to proceed without further cultural
heritage assessment.
Where activities will involve the excavation, relocation, removal or harming of a cultural heritage
‘find’, the advice of the Indigenous party for the area must be sought, and agreement reached
on how best to manage the find. Similar obligations apply in relation to cultural heritage sites
entered on the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Register or Database. Searches of these can be
obtained from the Cultural Heritage Coordination Unit.
Where activities will involve additional surface disturbance to an area that has not previously been
significantly disturbed, there is generally a high risk that the activities could harm Indigenous
cultural heritage. In these circumstances, the activity should not proceed without cultural heritage
assessment. The guidelines in this situation again require that the impacted Indigenous party’s
advice be sought as to whether any features (such as scar trees, burials, sacred places, rock art
and quarries and artifact scatters) to be disturbed constitutes Indigenous cultural heritage and if
so, reach agreement as to how to best manage the activity.
Cultural heritage management plans
A CHMP between project proponents and relevant Indigenous parties is an agreement as to how
a project will be managed to avoid or minimise harm to Indigenous cultural heritage.
Even if not strictly required, entry into a CHMP will ensure certainty of compliance with the duty
of care guidelines, and therefore may be preferred to other methods of compliance with the
Cultural Heritage Acts. There is a mandatory process for negotiation and entry into a CHMP.
Written notice of the project and the intention to develop a CHMP must be given by the project
proponent to each Indigenous party for the relevant area (for example, native title holders or
claimants or the Indigenous cultural heritage body for the area). Indigenous parties have 30 days
from the giving of the notice to indicate their desire to be involved in the negotiation of the CHMP.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld) s 28; Torres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld)
s 28.
190 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld) s 28; Torres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld)
s 28; Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and Multicultural Affairs, Duty of Care Guidelines
16 April 2004.
189 
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Parties must make every reasonable effort to reach agreement about the provisions of the
CHMP. 191 Mediation assistance is available from the Land Court in relation to any disputes that
arise during the negotiation process. For a CHMP to be effective, it must also be approved by
the State.192

Non-compliance
Maximum penalties for unlawfully harming Indigenous cultural heritage or for breaching the duty
of care are $1,000,000 for a company and $100,000 for an individual.
As indicated above, acting in accordance with a CHMP provides a complete defence to
prosecution under a Cultural Heritage Act.

Declarations made under Commonwealth legislation
In addition to the Cultural Heritage Acts, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage
Protection Act 1984 (Cth) (ATSIHP Act) also provides for the protection and preservation of
areas and objects throughout Australia that are of particular significance to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islanders.193
The ATSIHP Act is triggered when the Minister or an authorised officer receives an application
from or on behalf of an Indigenous group seeking a declaration in respect of a particular area or
object.194 A declaration prohibits injury to, or the desecration of a particular area, object or class
of objects set out in the declaration.195
A person or entity that engages in conduct (by act or omission) that contravenes the terms of a
declaration commits an indictable offence. Penalties include fines and imprisonment.196
The powers of the courts in examining any contravention of a declaration are not limited by
any other law and in particular extend to the granting of an injunction, or an interim injunction
pending the determination of an application by the Minister to the Federal Court in respect of a
contravention, attempted contravention and/or aiding and abetting a contravention of the terms
of a declaration.197

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld) s 105; Torres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld)
s 105.
192 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld) pt 7 div 5; Torres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Act 2003
(Qld) pt 7 div 5.
193 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 1984 (Cth) ss 9(1), 10(1).
194
Ibid s 12.
195
Ibid ss 11, 12.
196
Ibid ss 22, 23.
197
Ibid ss 26, 29.
191 
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9

SAFETY

The interaction between safety laws in Queensland is complex and it is often simpler to determine
regulation by activity. In the resources industry, health and safety regulation of activities will likely
be an amalgam of safety legislation.

General WHS
Workers Compensation
Petroleum and gas
Coal mining
Non-coal mining
Building and construction
Heavy Vehicles
In this chapter we provide a synopsis of the main legislation relevant to explorers, which includes,
but is not limited to the:





Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (Qld) (WHS Act);
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld);
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) (CMSH Act); and
Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) (MQSH Act).

Work Health and Safety Act 2011
Application
The WHS Act is part of the national harmonisation of work health and safety legislation, previously
agreed to be implemented by the Council of Australian Governments and the Australian
Government statutory agency, Safe Work Australia. At the time of publication Queensland, New
South Wales, Northern Territory, Tasmania, South Australia and the Australian Capital Territory
had enacted the uniform legislation (subject to some ‘local’ variations, exclusions and transitional
arrangements).
The WHS Act contains general work health and safety obligations to secure the health and
safety of workers and workplaces, subject to industry specific exceptions including coal mining;
metalliferous mining; aviation; rail; electricity; and some petroleum and gas plant. It provides
hazard based regulations and instructive Codes of Practice to direct industry to current industry
knowledge and practice in order to maintain safe and healthy workplaces.
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Accordingly, the WHS Act will not apply to ‘on tenure’ activities but will apply to activities
undertaken outside of the relevant permit. For example, offices located in towns and cities will
be subject to the requirements of the WHS work camps that are located outside of a tenement
area and Act.
The WHS Act operates simultaneously with, but does not limit the operation of marine, road,
electricity, rail and explosives health and safety legislation.
The WHS Act does not adopt a dichotomy of ‘employer’ and ‘employee’, given that workplaces will
often have contractors and other legal ‘invitees’ present and working at the workplace. To ensure
the broadest application, the WHS Act uses the broader terms ‘person conducting a business
or undertaking’ (PCBU) and ‘worker’, which includes employees, contractors, subcontractors,
outworkers, apprentices and trainees, work experience students, volunteers and employers who
perform work.
Safety duties
The WHS Act stresses that safety duties may be owed by a PCBU in more than one capacity
and that PCBUs may owe overlapping duties (so the obligations of one PCBU do not take
precedence or operate to the exclusion of another).
The primary duty of care applying to a PCBU provides:
A person conducting a business or undertaking must ensure, so far as is reasonably
practicable, the health and safety of
(a)
(b)

workers engaged, or caused to be engaged by the person; and
workers whose activities in carrying out work are influenced or directed by the person;
while the workers are at work in the business or undertaking.198

Accordingly the scope of a PCBU’s duty surpasses a direct contractual relationship between a
PCBU and a worker or person otherwise present at or adjacent to a workplace.
Additional duties are owed by PCBU’s if their business or undertaking involves certain activities
i.e. managing/controlling a workplace or plant; designing, importing, supplying or manufacturing
plant, substances or structures; and installing, constructing or commissioning plant or
structures.199

198
199

44

Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (Qld) s 19.
Ibid s 20–26.
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Reasonably practicable
The WHS Act requires a PCBU to take all steps ‘reasonably practicable’200 to eliminate or
otherwise minimise work health and safety risks at a workplace.
The following factors are to be taken into account:






the likelihood of the hazard or risk occurring;
the degree of harm that might result from the hazard or the risk;
what the person concerned knows, or ought reasonably to know, about the hazard or the
risk and ways of eliminating or minimising the risk;
the availability and suitability of ways to eliminate or minimise the risk; and
consideration of the cost associated with the available ways to eliminate or minimise the
risk.201

Fundamental to the concept of ‘reasonably practicable’ is the risk management model. The
concept is supported by the Work Health and Safety Regulation 2011 (Qld) and the relevant
codes of practice; particularly the How to Manage Work Health and Safety Risks Code of
Practice 2011.
Where more than one PCBU owes a safety duty, i.e., in circumstances where there are a number
of PCBU’s working on any given project, each PCBU retains responsibility to discharge their
duty of care to the extent to which they have the capacity to influence and control the matter, or
would have had that capacity but for an agreement or arrangement purporting to limit or remove
that capacity.202
In the context of contractors, in determining the extent of a PCBU’s duty the key issue to establish
is to what extent the PCBU can ‘influence and control’ the work, having regard to contractual
terms, control of the workplace and necessary skill. A PCBU principal will often have no direct
control over how the PCBU contractor carries out their contracted work (for example due to
trade specialty), but will have control over the workplace generally. It is therefore important
to implement contractor risk management frameworks to ensure compliance. For example, a
system to ensure that contractors are duly licensed and qualified to perform the contracted work
is a fundamentally important risk management protocol.
In a construction context,203 a PCBU is precluded from developing contractual arrangements to
avoid its duty to contractors204; however a PCBU is permitted to appoint a ‘principal contractor’205
for a ‘construction project’.206
The appointment of a principal contractor does not fully absolve a PCBU principal/owner/
commissioner from all duties under the WHS Act; and the principal contractor must be given any
available information in relation to hazards and risks at or in the vicinity of the workplace where
the construction work is to be carried out.207

Ibid s 18.
Ibid s 18.
202
Ibid s 16.
203
Work Health and Safety Regulation 2011 (Qld) ch 6.
204
Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (Qld) s 272.
205
Work Health and Safety Regulation 2011 (Qld) r 293.
206
Ibid r 292 - as at date of publication, a project involving construction costs in excess of $250,000.
207
Ibid r 296.
200
201
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Officer due diligence
Within a PCBU, the WHS Act places certain duties and obligations on ‘officers’. An ‘officer’ is as
defined in s 9 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act):
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

a director or secretary of the corporation; or
a person:
(i)
who makes, or participates in making decisions that affect the whole or a
substantial part, of the business of the corporation; or
(ii) who has the capacity to affect significantly the corporation’s financial
standing;
in accordance with whose instructions or wishes the directors of the corporation
are accustomed to act (excluding advice given by the person in the proper
performance of functions attaching to the persons professional capacity or their
business relationship with the directors or the corporation); or
a receiver, or receiver and manager, of the property of the corporation; or
an administrator of the corporation; or
an administrator of a deed of company arrangement executed by the corporation;
or
a liquidator of the corporation.

The WHS Act places a positive obligation and on-going duty on officers to ensure their PCBU
complies with its safety duty by exercising due diligence.208
Under the WHS Act, ‘due diligence’ on the part of an officer includes taking reasonable steps to:






acquire and update their knowledge of health and safety matters;
understand the nature of the operations being carried out by the PCBU in which they are
engaged, and the hazards and risks associated with those operations;
ensure that the PCBU has, and uses, appropriate resources and processes to eliminate or
minimise risks to health and safety;
ensure that the PCBU has appropriate processes in place to receive and respond promptly
to information regarding incidents, hazards and risks; and
ensure that the PCBU has, and uses, processes for complying with its duties or obligations
under the WHS Act.209

Structured governance arrangements should be developed and implemented to assist the
officers to meet their duties under the WHS Act. The penalties for officers breaching their duty of
‘due diligence’ are personal and can be substantial under the WHS Act.
Incident notification
An incident is ‘notifiable’ if it arises out of the conduct of a PCBU and results in the death, serious
injury or serious illness of a person or involves a dangerous incident.210 What constitutes ‘serious
injury or illness’ and a ‘dangerous incident’ are specifically defined.211
A PCBU must notify the regulator immediately after becoming aware of a notifiable incident
having occurred;212 and there are significant penalties for failure to do so.213213

Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (Qld) s 27 due diligence non-exclusively defined in s 27(5) Work Health
and Safety Act 2011 (Qld).
209
Ibid s 27.
210
Ibid s 35.
211
Ibid ss 36, 37.
212
Ibid s 38.
213
Ibid s 38(1) (currently 100 penalty units).
208 
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Other requirements
The WHS Act also sets out the requirements for:




consultation with workers;214
issue resolution;215 and
Inspector powers and functions.216

Penalties
The onus of proof rests with the regulator to prove that a PCBU has not done all that is reasonably
practicable in the circumstances (or in the case of an officer, has not exercised due diligence). The
previous regime involving a reverse onus of proof no longer exists. Penalties have significantly
increased under the WHS Act, and the higher categories of offence are no longer linked to the
severity of harm or damage actually sustained but are instead determined by the extent to which
the PCBU/officer has been ‘reckless’ in their response to an identified hazard or risk.
The personal penalties for officers have also substantially increased and the arduous due diligence
obligations of officers, coupled with the abrogated privilege against self-incrimination217 increase
the risk of personal liability.
There is an option for the regulator to accept an enforceable WHS undertaking in lieu of
proceeding with a prosecution;218 however such undertakings are not available where the PCBU/
officer has been prosecuted for a contravention that is a category 1 offence.219

Petroleum and gas
The P&G Act came into force in late 2004 and represented a major review and consolidation
of the safety provisions in the 1923 Act and the Gas Act 1965 (Qld). The main purpose of the
P&G Act is to facilitate and regulate the carrying out of responsible petroleum activities and the
development of a safe, efficient and viable petroleum and fuel gas industry.220
Whereas the former safety regime focused on providing prescriptive rules, the new safety
provisions of the P&G Act and the Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Regulation 2004
(P&G Reg) introduce a performance risk based safety and health management system approach
to addressing regulation.
The term ‘Operating Plant’ identifies facilities (e.g. wells, drill rigs, pipelines, gas plants) and
activities subject to the safety management system obligations.
Ibid pt 5 div 2 (ss 47–49).
Ibid pt 5 div 5 (ss 80–82).
216
Ibid pt 9 div 2 (ss 160–190).
217
Ibid s 172.
218
Ibid pt 11 (ss 216–222).
219
Ibid s 31.
220
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 3(1).
214
215
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Duty holders
The P&G Act imposes obligations on various categories of duty holders to ensure a level of risk
is as low as reasonably practicable.
The key statutory positions are as follows:




operator of operating plant;221
Executive Safety Manager;222 and
Site Safety Manager (SSM).223

Obligations are also placed on:





owners of operating plant,224
designers, importers, manufacturers, suppliers of operating plant,225
installers of operating plant;226 and
persons at operating plant.227

Where a Company has duty holders across these categories, a range of obligations will apply.
Operating Plant
The P&G Act outlines what is ‘operating plant’ and fundamentally there are three types:




specified individual facilities and plant;228
a place, or a part of a place, where specified activities occur;229 and
authorised activities undertaken in petroleum authorities.230

A detailed analysis of the definition of operating plant is beyond the scope of this guide, however
it is worthwhile noting the WHS Act will also apply to authorised activities on petroleum authorities
that are not individual operating plant, for example, camps and some construction activities, and
in these circumstances it is necessary to ensure dual compliance. Generally, in the event of
conflict, the P&G Act will prevail.
Duty
A fundamental obligation at any operating plant is to ensure that no person or property is exposed
to more than what is an ‘acceptable level of risk’,231 which is determined with regard to:





the likelihood of injury or illness to a person or damage to property;
the probable severity of the injury, illness or damage;
whether the risk could reasonably be avoided; and
whether the level of risk is as low as reasonably practicable in the circumstances.232

Ibid s 673.
Ibid s 687.
223
Ibid s 692.
224
Ibid s 698.
225
Ibid s 696.
226
Ibid s 697.
227
Ibid ss 702–704.
228
Ibid s 670(2).
229
Ibid s 670(5).
230
Ibid s 670(6).
231
Ibid s 699.
232
Ibid s 700(2).
221
222
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Safety management plan
The crucial requirement for operating plant is that safety is managed by the implementation
of a safety management plan (SMP).233 The operator of an operating plant must create and
implement a SMP for each stage of the plant. A stage of an operating plant, means any of the
following for the plant:






construction (in limited circumstances); 234
commissioning;
operation;
maintenance or modification;
decommissioning.235

A SMP is a document setting out the obligations placed upon the operator, and includes (but is
not limited to) the following:












the name of the operator and a description of the operating plant;
organisational safety policies, including the organisational structure and safety responsibilities
within that structure;
a systematic assessment of risk that identifies technical and other measures performed or
proposed to control identified risks;
skills assessment and minimum skill requirements for persons to carry out specific works,
and a training and supervision program to assess and monitor performance;
safety standards, standard operating and maintenance procedures relative to each stage
of the operation plant;
emergency shutdown, temperature and pressure control, and alarm systems;
emergency equipment and procedures, including communication systems;
the process for managing change in the operating plant in relation to personnel, equipment,
operating procedures and amendments to the safety management plan;
mechanisms for reviewing, monitoring and auditing safety policies and management plans;
and for the recording of any such review or auditing; and
a records management system of approvals and compliance certificates.236

Work on any stage of operating plant cannot start without a SMP having been developed or
maintained. It is an auditable document which must be available for inspection by the P&G
Inspectorate.

Ibid ch 9 pt 2.
Construction of individual plant and facilities is generally not deemed to be operating plant until the
commissioning stage and will fall under the requirements set out in the WHS Act.
235
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 672.
236
Ibid s 675(1).
233

234 
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Responding to incidents
The operator of an operating plant must immediately report ‘prescribed incidents’ to the chief
inspector.237 A ‘prescribed incident’ includes:






an incident involving death or an injury that requires medical attention;
an incident that had the potential to, but did not, cause a death or injury to a person or
damage to plant or equipment;
an emergency;
a fire at the operating plant;
an incident with the potential to cause a general shortage of fuel gas in an area of Queensland.

Where a prescribed incident occurs, the operator must restrict access to the operating plant site
and protect anything at the site that may be tampered with, for example, by erecting barriers and
prohibiting unauthorised people from entering.238
Penalties
The P&G Act includes deemed liability provisions239 whereby if a corporation commits an offence
against a provision of the P&G Act, each of its executive officers will also be individually liable
for failing to ensure compliance. In deciding whether things done or omitted to be done by the
executive officer constitute an offence, reasonable regard must be had to:




whether the officer knew, or ought reasonably to have known, of the corporation’s conduct
constituting the offence against the executive liability provision; and
whether the officer was in a position to influence the corporation’s conduct in relation to the
offence against the executive liability provision; and
any other relevant matter.240

The penalties for breaches of the P&G Act are substantial; in particular where aggravated
circumstances exist. For example, where an offence is committed which causes, by act or
omission, death, bodily harm or serious property damage the P&G Act provides for increased
penalties, including imprisonment.
Ibid s 706.
Ibid s 707.
239
Ibid s 814.
240
Ibid s 814(2).
237
238
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Coal and metalliferous mining
Application
The CMSH and MQSH Acts did away with the previous distinction between exploration for coal
and production of coal. Under the CMSH Act, ‘mine’ relates to both coal and CSG and means
a place where on-site activities are carried on within the boundaries of land the subject of an
exploration permit, MDL or ML under the MR Act.241
The MQSH Act applies to quarries and mines, other than coal mines, and ‘mine’ means a place
where on-site activities are carried on within the boundaries of land the subject of a prospecting
permit, exploration permit, MDL, ML or mining claim under the MR Act.242
The CMSH and MQSH Acts are largely identical; however, the Regulations for each Act differ
considerably because of the different nature and size of metalliferous mines and quarries when
compared to coal mines.
Safety regime
The CMSH and MQSH Acts do not prescribe specific safety measures or procedures that mine
operators must apply, rather the Acts are based on the principle of acceptable risk and the
objectives are to:



protect the safety and health of persons at mines and persons who may be affected by
mining operations; and
require that the risk of injury or illness to any person resulting from mining operations is at
an ‘acceptable level’.

An additional objective listed in the CMSH Act is to provide a way of monitoring the effectiveness
and administration of provisions relating to safety and health.
An ‘acceptable level’ of risk is achieved where operations are carried out so that the risk is
within the acceptable limits and as low as reasonably achievable.243 This is determined by having
regard to the likelihood of injury or illness to a person and the severity of the injury or illness.244
These objectives are to be achieved by a number of means, including by:







the imposition of safety and health obligations on certain persons (see below); and
the requirement for safety and health management systems at mines to identify and manage
risk effectively;
the introduction of regulations and standards for the mining industry to promote risk
management and control;
the requirement for inspectors to monitor the effectiveness of risk management and control
at mines and to take appropriate steps to ensure adequate risk management strategies and
processes are implemented;
the requirement that appropriate management structures be implemented so that individuals
can competently supervise the safe operation of mines; and
the provision of a satisfactory level of preparedness for emergencies at mines.

Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 9.
Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 9.
243 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 29(1), Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999
(Qld) s 26(1).
244 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 29(2), Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999
(Qld) s 26(2).
241 
242
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Duty holders
Key obligations under both the CMSH and MQSH Acts are placed on mine operators and the
Site Senior Executive (SSE). The mine operator must:




ensure the risk to mine workers while at the operator’s mine is at an acceptable level,
including, for example, by providing and maintaining a place of work and plant in a safe
state;245
appoint a SSE for the mine and to ensure the SSE develops and implements a safety and
health management system and structure for the mine to ensure the safety and health of
persons at the mine; and246
audit and review the effectiveness and implementation of the safety and health management
system.247

It is necessary to implement risk management strategies and processes to ensure risks are
at an acceptable level. A mine operator and SSE can achieve the object of the legislation by
ensuring they meet their obligations in implementing an appropriate risk management structure
and systems.
When dealing with contractors it is crucial to ensure that the contractor is operating in accordance
with the mine’s health and safety system and any additional health and safety standards.
Duty
As noted above, both the CMSH and MQSH Acts contain similar regimes of safety obligations
to ensure that the level of risk at a mine site is reduced and maintained at an acceptable level,
or if necessary, to evacuate all persons at the mine site to a safe location if the level of risk is
unacceptable.248
Within the obligation to maintain an acceptable level of risk, owners and operators of sites may
exercise their discretion. The Minister may prescribe recognised standards and guidelines for
the maintenance of acceptable levels of risk at mine sites. These standards are admissible in
proceedings under both Acts, and failure to adopt or comply with these standards or guidelines
can be used as evidence of breach of a safety and health obligation.249
Both the CMSH Act and MQSH Acts provide that acting in accordance with any prescribed
regulation250 or recognised standard or guideline251 designed to achieve acceptable levels of risk
is a defence to a prosecution for breach of health and safety obligations. Where standards are
not provided, it is a defence to establish that the prosecuted has acted reasonably and diligently
to comply with the statutory safety and health obligations (note: the onus of proof lies with the
person under the duty).252
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 41(1)(a), Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999
(Qld) s 38(1)(a).
246 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 41(1)(d)–(e), Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act
1999 (Qld) s 38(1)(c)–(d).
247 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 41(1)(e), Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999
(Qld) s 38(1)(d).
248 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 31, Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999
(Qld) s 28.
249 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 73, Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999
(Qld) s 64.
250 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 48(1)(a), Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999
(Qld) s 45(1)(a).
251 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 48(1)(b), Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act
1999 (Qld) s 45(1)(b).
252 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 48(1)(c), Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999
(Qld) s 45(1)(c).
245 
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The safety and health obligations prescribed under the CMSH and MQSH Acts apply to:




everyone who may affect the safety or health of persons at a mine;
everyone who may affect the safety or health of persons as a result of mining operations or
activities; and
a person whose safety or health may be affected while at a mine or as a result of operations
or mining activities.

Other requirements
The CMSH and MQSH Acts also set out requirements for:





mine notification to Chief Inspector of SSE appointment;
mine record recording all specified safety incidents;
notification to Inspector of Mines of commencement or cessation of operations; and
notice of accident to Inspector of mines.
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Enforcement and penalties
Both the CMSH and MQSH provide inspectors, inspection officers and industry safety and
health representatives with the power to issue directives to mine operators and SSE.253 Both
Acts specify a range of matters for which directives may be issued, including directives to:






ensure that prescribed tasks are carried out by competent persons;254
carry out stated tests to determine whether a level of risk is acceptable.255 (Where the
inspector considers the risk from operations at the mine site may reach an unacceptable
level, the inspector may require the miner operator to take steps to prevent the risk reaching
an unacceptable level);256
suspend part of or all operations at mine sites where the level of risk is determined to be at
an unacceptable level;257 and
preserve evidence of a serious accident or a potential incident (an inspector may require the
site or relevant area to be isolated and protected from interference).258

The maximum penalties available are dependent on the outcome of the contravention.259
Proposed changes
In September 2013 the Queensland Government released ‘Queensland’s Mine Safety
Framework Consultation Regulatory Impact Statement’ (RIS). The RIS proposes amendments
to Queensland’s coal and metalliferous mining legislation and reflects changes identified as part
of the National Mine Safety Framework, work health and safety harmonisation and other issues
identified by stakeholders and the inspectorate.
Proposals contained in the RIS include changes to:








executive officer liability provisions;
penalties, offences and imprisonment provisions;
contractor management;
obligations of designers, constructors, erectors and demolishers;
entry to any workplace for inspectors;
incident notification; and
executive officer liability provisions.

At the time of writing the call for submission for the Consultation RIS has now closed and a
Decision RIS is in the process of being prepared.

Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 161, Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act
(Qld) s 159.
254 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 164, Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act
(Qld) s 161.
255 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 165, Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act
(Qld) s 162.
256 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 166, Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act
(Qld) s 163.
257 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 167, Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act
(Qld) s 164.
258 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 170, Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act
(Qld) s 167.
259 
Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999 (Qld) s 34, Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act
(Qld)s 31.
253 
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10

COMMERCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Royalties
Explorers should consider the impact of royalties that may burden mining and petroleum
tenements – both State-based and third party royalties. Although such royalties will generally
not be payable until an asset produces, contractual royalties in particular can impact upon the
long term value of an asset and should be factored into commercial valuations and long term
planning for development.
State royalties
From 1 July 2011, the former Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation
transferred the administration of State-based royalties to the Office of State Revenue.
State royalties are payable by petroleum producers260 or by the holder of a mining lease who
mines minerals.261
State royalties are payable on a quarterly basis by small mineral producers or an annual basis by large
mineral producers. State royalties are payable both quarterly and annually by petroleum producers.
Explorers generally need not concern themselves with State royalties during the exploration
phase. However, explorers should be aware that where an exploration permit or mineral
development licence has been granted, ‘testing’ or ‘bulk sampling’ can potentially be considered
production activities where a more significant sample of resources are being extracted. Similarly,
extended production testing of a pilot well may result in royalty liabilities accruing to petroleum
explorers under an ATP.
For more information on the payment of State royalties policy statements are available through
the Office of State Revenue website.262
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) s 590.
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld) s 320.
262
See <http://www.osr.qld.gov.au/royalties/administration-changes.shtml>.
260
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Third party royalties
A third party or ‘contractual’ royalty is a reservation of a percentage of production from a
petroleum or mining tenement. Such royalties are creations of contractual agreement and are
often agreed as part of an overall ‘package’ when dealing with interests in a tenement.
Contractual royalties are often stated in terms of Net Profits Interests or Overriding Royalty
Interests. Net Profit Interests are generally calculated as a percentage of profits after the
deduction of particular costs whereas Overriding Royalty Interests represent a percentage of
gross production before any deduction is made. Other types of royalties include Gross Revenue
Returns and Net Smelter Returns.
Common problems that occur in relation to third party royalties include confusion as to:




how to calculate the royalty;
what part of the asset is encumbered; and
how to effectively transfer the obligation to pay and assign the right to receive contractual
royalties.

A royalty that attaches to a resources asset has the potential to burden it for a significant period
of time. It is therefore important to carefully consider these issues when creating or dealing with
royalty interests.

Duty
Transfer duty is payable on the transfer of exploration permits and authorities to prospect after
10:30am on 13 January 2012.263 The duty payable is up to 5.75% of the transaction value.
Previously, exploration permits and authorities to prospect did not fall within the definition of
dutiable property in the Duties Act 2001 (Qld). However, following the 2012 State Budget, the
definition of statutory licenses, which specifically excluded exploration permits and authorities
to prospect, was amended to remove the exception for resources exploration tenure.
The changes apply to authorities to prospect under the P&G Act and to exploration and
prospecting permits under the MR Act, the Geothermal Exploration Act 2004 (Qld) and the
Greenhouse Gas Storage Act 2009 (Qld).
Consequently, explorers entering into joint ventures, farmins and other transactions granting an
interest need to consider the dutiable value of the assets bought or sold in their assessment of
the transaction value.
In the case of farmins, the Office of State Revenue has issued a Public Ruling addressing the
application of the duty exemption in relation to farmin agreements.264 Transfer duty is not payable
on a farm-in agreement where the only consideration for the agreement is an exploration amount.

263

Fiscal Repair Amendment Act 2012 (Qld).
Office of State Revenue, Public Ruling DA000.12.1, <https://www.osr.qld.gov.au/legislation-rulings/
public-rulings/duties/duties-pdfs/da000-12.pdf> 27 June 2013.
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Access to infrastructure
The third party access regime provides an avenue for competitors (third parties) to be granted
access to essential infrastructure incapable of being economically duplicated. This means that
essential infrastructure (which may include, for instance, infrastructure for electricity generation,
distribution grids, rail and port facilities, channels and pipelines) can be accessed by competitors
to maintain a certain level of competition in the marketplace.
On a State level, the regime is governed by the Queensland Competition Authority Act 1997 (Qld).
Under the regime, the owner of the infrastructure and the applicant for access are encouraged to
negotiate the terms of access. If no such terms can be negotiated, the Queensland Competition
Authority acts in a capacity for dispute resolution between the parties.
Similar provisions exist under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) at a federal level.
Although third party access applic ations are not overly common, explorers are advised to be
aware and consider the potential ramifications of an access claim when planning infrastructure,
or consider utilising the regime where it is not economic to duplicate existing ‘essential
infrastructure’.
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Carbon reporting and liability
Carbon reporting and liability for carbon emissions is a highly political topic in Australia at both
a federal and State level. The Australian Government has abolished the carbon tax, although
carbon emissions reporting obligations continue.
National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act
The National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 (Cth) (NGER Act) requires ‘liable
entities’ (entities that meet certain thresholds) to report their emissions of carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide and perflurocarbon, as well as energy consumption.
Corporations are required to comply with the reporting obligations under the NGER Act in respect
of certain ‘facilities’ and also for the corporate group as a whole.
The Commonwealth Government’s climate change website provides the following guide as to
those businesses that will be required to comply with the NGER Act:
‘As a guide, businesses emitting more than 25 000 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent,
or consuming more than 25 000 megawatts of electricity or 2.5 million litres of fuel in a
year, can expect to be required to report.’ 265
The repeal of the clean energy legislation package does not affect reporting obligations under
the NGER Act.
Clean energy legislation
The Australian Government has abolished the clean energy legislation package which imposed
a tax on carbon emissions. The Clean Energy Legislation (Carbon Tax Repeal) Act 2014 (Cth)
repeals a suite of legislation, including the Clean Energy Act 2011 (Cth), which required the
country’s top polluters, determined by emissions reporting under the NGER Act, to acquire
and surrender carbon emission units equivalent to the greenhouse gas emissions created. The
carbon pricing mechanism commenced on 1 July 2012.
From 1 July 2014, no new carbon tax liabilities will be incurred. Carbon tax liabilities incurred
before 30 June 2014 must be reported and met in accordance with the NGER Act and the Clean
Energy Act 2011 (Cth).

Australian Government, Clean Energy Regulator <http://cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/National-Greenhouseand-Energy-Reporting/Fact-sheets-GAQs-and-guidelines/FAQs/Pages/default.aspx#Who-has-toreport>.
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11

BUSINESS STRUCTURES FOR EXPLORERS

The type of business structure explorers operate under can have significant implications over the
project life. Explorers, particularly those in the ‘start up stage’, should give considerable thought
to the structuring options available.

Farmin agreements
With ‘farmin’ agreements, a tenement owner agrees to transfer a percentage of their interest
in the tenement, in return for money spent on the tenement, for example money spent on
exploration. How the explorer holds their farmin interest should be considered with a number of
possible scenarios in mind:




Is it more advantageous to take up a shareholding interest (if possible) in the tenement
owner?
Is the tenement owner receptive to the idea of selling the tenement or granting further
farmin rights once the current round of capital has been expended?
If the funded exploration proves to be promising or successful, how can we get to the next
stage of mining or production?

This chapter aims to assist explorers with these considerations.
In the scenario above, most explorers ‘buying in’ rights would use a company limited by shares
as the funding vehicle. In many instances, structuring scenarios could involve:





an incorporated or unincorporated joint venture;
a partnership;
a trust; or
a stand alone investment by the investor company, that is, where a company or subsidiary
is used as a special purpose company.

Joint ventures
The two most common structures used to conduct a joint venture are an incorporated joint
venture and an unincorporated joint venture. A high level overview of the advantages and
disadvantages of each of these alternative structures is provided below.
Incorporated joint ventures
In an incorporated joint venture, the joint venture parties incorporate a separate company (JVC) to
conduct the joint venture on their behalf. Each party’s interest in the joint venture is represented
by their respective shareholdings in the JVC. An incorporated joint venture is also sometimes
referred to as a corporate joint venture or joint venture company.
The rights of the participants in an incorporated joint venture are regulated by the constitution of
the JVC, the Corporations Act and usually by a shareholders’ agreement.
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A shareholders’ agreement will usually deal with such matters as:














the objectives of the joint venture and the JVC;
business planning requirements – for example, the requirement to prepare business plans
and budgets;
shareholders’ interests in the joint venture (that is, their shareholdings);
shareholders’ obligations to fund the joint venture on an on-going basis (whether by way of
further equity contributions or loans);
the rights of the JVC to raise external finance (for example, debt) and to give security over
its assets;
the rights of shareholders where a party does not fulfil its funding obligations, for example,
compulsory sell down of shares;
shareholders’ rights to appoint and remove directors and the senior management of the
JVC;
decision making protocols for the JVC, including which decisions require a majority decision
of the board and which decisions require shareholder approval (including decisions that
might require unanimous approval of either or both of the board or shareholders);
shareholders’ rights to transfer their shares (for example, whether shareholders have
pre-emptive rights to acquire the shares of another shareholder wishing to sell) and the
procedures to be followed if a sale is proposed;
shareholders’ exit rights, including rights to require the other shareholders to sell their
shares (drag along rights) or rights to sell if another shareholder is selling (tag along rights);
mechanisms for valuing a shareholder’s shares in the JVC;
restrictions on shareholders competing with the JVC; and
dispute resolution mechanisms.

The list above is not exhaustive and a range of other matters may need to be addressed in a
shareholders’ agreement, depending on the parties’ objectives and the circumstances.
Advantages of an incorporated joint venture
Some of the advantages of an incorporated joint venture include:
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Ownership: JVC acquires tenements in its own name;
Shareholders’ limited liability: the liability of joint venture participants is limited to the
amount invested in the JVC, subject to the terms of any security (for example, guarantees
of loans) given by the joint venture shareholders or directors to financiers;
Separate legal entity: the JVC is a separate legal entity, so it can enter into contracts in
its own right;
Investment flexibility: the participants in the joint venture have flexibility in structuring
contributions and the returns to the participants in terms of capital and income. For example,
if required, the JVC can issue different classes of share that carry different dividend rights
and rights to a return of capital on a winding-up of the JVC. Pre-agreed loan terms from
shareholders to the JVC are common;
Ease of introducing new investors: as shares can be readily transferred or new shares
issued, the introduction of additional parties is simple and the procedures are well known;
Ease of exit: one or more of the shareholders can exit the joint venture by selling their
shares in the JVC or through a share buy back;
Profits retained: profits can be retained within the JVC rather than distributed to
shareholders who may be taxed at a higher rate;
Familiar structure: a JVC is a well known corporate vehicle centred around a board
of directors. The management of a JVC is usually well defined by its constitution, the
Corporations Act and general law principles;
IPO friendly: a JVC can be made public and list on a securities exchange;
Shareholder protection: the rights and duties of shareholders in the JVC are governed by
the Corporations Act and usually by a negotiated shareholders’ agreement;
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Employees: the JVC can, as a separate legal entity, employ staff and engage contractors;
Tax: Companies pay tax at 30% on their taxable income.266 Companies have the ability to
pay franked dividends to shareholders. Tax losses can also be carried forward up to 7 years.

The diagram below depicts a simplistic JVC:

Disadvantages of an incorporated joint venture
Some disadvantages of an incorporated joint venture include:








266

Directors’ liability: the directors of the JVC owe legal and statutory duties to the JVC, and
these duties are becoming increasingly onerous;
Loans to shareholders taxable: loans to shareholders and associated persons can be
treated as deemed dividends and may become taxable;
Losses trapped: losses are trapped within the JVC structure and cannot be utilised by the
shareholders. The losses can only be taken up against income derived by that corporate
entity;
Inability to stream cash-flow to individual shareholders: a shareholder of a JVC does
not have a right to a share of the revenue/cash-flow of the JVC. Shareholders only have a
right to dividends. Whether dividends are declared and the amount of dividends, is decided
by the directors of the JVC;
Post-tax distributions to shareholders: income of the JVC is taxed at the JVC level before
it is received by the shareholders. This may affect individual tax planning;
Guarantees may be required: due to the limited liability of a corporate entity, financing
for projects conducted by the corporate entity may not be easily procured. Guarantees
from individual shareholders or even directors may therefore be required by financiers,
depending on the financial resources of the JVC.

In the 2014 / 2015 financial year, the corporate tax rate is 30%.
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Unincorporated joint venture
Under an unincorporated joint venture, the investor participants enter into a contractual
relationship to pursue together a specific activity without forming a separate legal entity.
The participating interest of each venturer comprises:




an obligation to contribute a specified proportion of joint venture capital and operating
costs;
beneficial ownership as tenants in common in a specified share of each item of joint venture
property; and
other rights, benefits and obligations arising under the joint venture agreement.

Some liability protection is added where the participants in the unincorporated joint venture are
companies limited by shares. This arises because of the concept of shareholders’ limited liability
explained earlier in this chapter.
Advantages of an unincorporated joint venture
Some advantages of the unincorporated joint venture structure include:







Tax effective: participants get the immediate benefit of losses or tax deductions.
Distributions to participants are pre-tax which may suit the individual tax position of the
venturers;
Limited liability: as the relationship between the participants to an unincorporated joint
venture is contractually defined, generally the liability of each participant to contribute
expenditure and to discharge liabilities can be clearly defined and limited;
Accounting: each participant can treat its interest in the joint venture in accordance with its
preferred accounting procedure. Each joint venturer can consolidate its interest in the joint
venture into its own accounts;
Simplicity and flexibility: the structure is relatively simple and easy to understand. The
joint venture structure allows greater flexibility in that the structure is governed by its own
agreement and is not limited by certain requirements in the Corporations Act that restrict
what a JVC can and cannot do (for example, reduce capital or raise additional equity); and
Decision-making: an unincorporated joint venture is subject to fewer statutory duties
and restrictions and the participants are free to negotiate the manner in which they would
like to administer the management of the venture. It is common for the responsibilities for
management to be conferred on one or more of the participants or through a company
owned by some or all of them who acts as the manager of the joint venture.

Disadvantages of an unincorporated joint venture
Some disadvantages include:
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Unlimited liability: an unincorporated joint venture may be construed by creditors as a
partnership, particularly if the relationship is not well defined in the unincorporated joint
venture agreement and communicated externally. In a partnership, the liability of the
participants is joint and several and unlimited. Accordingly, it is very important that it be
well understood that an unincorporated joint venture is contracting with creditors, not a
partnership;
Not a separate legal entity: the unincorporated joint venture is not a legal entity so
all dealings must be in the name of each participant, (or via an agent appointed by all
participants) making contracting with third parties more difficult;
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Sale of interests difficult: there are difficulties with the transfer of interests in an
unincorporated joint venture, since each joint venture participant typically owns an interest in
each asset of the joint venture as a tenant-in-common with the other participants. Therefore
a sale of an asset will require all of a participant’s separate interests to be transferred. Such
transfers are likely to attract stamp duty, as opposed to a sale of shares in a JVC which may
be duty free (depending on where the JVC is incorporated);
Default: if a participant defaults, having the default remedied can often be a complicated
process, through forfeiture of interest and cost recovery remedies need to be factored into
the joint venture agreement;
Introduction of new participants more complicated: the introduction of new participants
in the joint venture may also be more complicated, depending on what their contribution to
the venture is going to be. If, for example, existing participants are to dilute their interests,
each joint venture will need to sell a portion of their interests, which can have stamp duty and
capital gains tax (CGT) consequences. New participants also need to sign a commitment
deed to be bound by the joint venture agreement;
Tax: there could be tax disadvantages in the unincorporated structure, particularly if land is
held as tenants in common by the participants, or if there is a change in ownership of land
by the original owners;
Employees: as an unincorporated joint venture is not a separate legal entity, it cannot
employ staff in its own right, and the participants in the joint venture will therefore need to
agree as to the terms upon which they are to contribute staff to the joint venture; and
Not IPO-friendly: because an unincorporated joint venture is not a corporate structure, it
cannot be listed on a securities exchange. The entire structure would need to be acquired
by a company which is to be listed. This would usually necessitate the joint venturers taking
shares in the company intended to be listed. Additionally, the transaction could have capital
gains tax repercussions and possibly, involve stamp duty costs on the acquisition itself.

The diagram below depicts a simplistic unincorporated joint venture:

Joint Venture
Agreement

UJV Investor 1

50% equity
ownership

Unincorporated Joint
Venture (UJV) –
assets & liabilities are
those of UJV
Investors 1 and 2

50% equity
ownership

UJV Investor 2

Controlling Committee of
Representatives from UJV
Investor 1 and UJV Investor 2
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Historical observation267
Unincorporated joint ventures have been the vehicle chosen for many resources exploration
and production projects in Australia in recent years. The reasons for the predominance of
unincorporated joint ventures in this area have been:







the ability of each participant to finance its participation in the joint venture in the manner
most convenient to it. This is particularly useful where the respective participants have
divergent levels of assets and financial sophistication;
the availability of deductions for certain mining related expenditure of a capital nature
incurred in upstream mining operations for a mining project;
the possibility of offsetting losses incurred in relation to the relevant mining project (often
in the early stages of exploration or development) against the assessable income of the
relevant participant;
the flexibility for each participant to treat its interest in the joint venture assets in accordance
with its preferred accounting procedure;
the absence of the need to agree on a dividend policy as in the case of an incorporated
joint venture; and
the ability of each participant to separately take and dispose of the product produced by
the joint venture.

Utilising a trust
There are no overwhelming benefits in utilising a trust for the purposes of acquiring tenements,
or conducting exploration activities or production.
A trust structure could conceivably adapt an incorporated or unincorporated joint venture model
where notionally identified Explorer A and Explorer B form a trustee company to act as trustee of
Explorer A and Explorer B Unit Trust.
The diagram below depicts a simplistic trust structure:

267
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John Chandler (ed), Energy and Resources Law (Lexis Nexis, 2011) 220,030.
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Additional documentation is needed for this type of structure. A shareholders’ agreement
is necessary for the efficient operation of the trustee company. A unit holders’ agreement is
necessary between Explorer A and Explorer B relating to the affairs of the trust. Additionally, this
type of structure is usually established with ‘stapling provisions’ so that shares in the trustee
company can only be transferred with units in the Trust.
For most entrepreneurs, a trust structure is usually a discarded option in the formative stages.
It is also a more complicated structure in which to introduce a new investor. Taking this type
of structure to an IPO, instead of a company structure complicates the process considerably,
though listed trusts are a popular investment vehicle for investors in listed property trusts.

Using a stand alone or special purpose investor company
The advantages of using a special purpose company are to align project tenements to a specific
ownership vehicle so that:








the company which is formed has objectives which can be linked to a specific project and
that funding the project is wholly restricted to the one entity. Financiers may be able to take
security over tenements and/or the company can grant a charge over all assets owned by
the company;
expenditure of funds by that entity is wholly controlled by the investor in the company. The
investor appoints its nominees as directors;
the special purpose company becomes the convenient vehicle for introducing investors
who acquire shares under cover of a shareholders’ agreement, that is, when two or more
shareholders emerge;
the ownership of the special purpose company can be retained by one ‘ownership’
shareholder (if necessary) with hybrid securities such as debt instruments or preference
shares issued in exchange for invested funds, and therefore, if more than one shareholder
becomes involved, the structure can then be adapted to the incorporated joint venture
company model; and
a special purpose company can be used for an IPO and a securities exchange listing.

The disadvantages with a special purpose company mirror those set out earlier in relation to an
incorporated joint venture.
The diagram below depicts a simplistic special purpose company structure:
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Partnership
The comparisons between unincorporated joint ventures and partnerships were touched upon
earlier. A partnership has similar disadvantages to those of an unincorporated joint venture.
Disadvantages of a partnership
Some disadvantages of a partnership include:





Joint and several liability for the partners: unless a limited liability partnership is involved,
the common or usual form of partnership results in each partner being liable for the debts
of the partnership, regardless of their equity interest. This aspect alone often acts as a
deterrent;
Automatic agency: each partner acts as an agent for the others, meaning that one partner
making a contract for the partnership binds all the parties to it; and
Infectious liability: acts of one partner, for negligence, makes all other partners liable if
negligence committed in the course of the partnership’s ordinary business.

Advantages of a partnership
Some advantages include:
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Definable interest: a partner has a definable share or interest in the profits of a partnership
and in its ownership;
Personal tax: tax is payable by a partner, not the partnership on profits earned; and
Understood structure: the structure is relatively well understood in terms of investors
entering or exiting the partnership, subject to the impact of any partnership agreement in
place.
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The following is a simplistic diagram of a partnership:




Partners own assets as per partnership interests, unless a custodian is introduced.
Partners are jointly and severally liable to financiers. Security interests can be taken over
partnership assets.

The importance of tax issues
It is a feature of Australian business that the consequences of tax often drive the choice of
vehicle within which to house exploration activities. It is beyond the scope of this publication to
comment on tax implications to any greater extent than mentioned already.

Choosing a structure
An investor may not wish to merge ownership of new tenements or an interest in new tenements
with existing assets. It often makes a good deal of sense to utilise the structure of a company
limited by shares as the initial operating vehicle for development of the tenements. If there is a
consortium of investors to invest in new tenements, it is often preferred that those consortium
members establish an incorporated joint venture company, with a shareholders’ agreement
in place to regulate their relationship with each other. Nevertheless, there are, in special
circumstances, other options that may need to be considered and unincorporated joint ventures
still remain attractive.
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Notes

